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ABSTRACT
In the past decade, Matrix Product State (MPS) algorithms have emerged as an efficient method
of modeling some many-body quantum spin systems. Since spin system Hamiltonians can be con-
sidered constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), it follows that MPS should provide a versatile
framework for studying a variety of general CSPs. In this thesis, we apply MPS to two types of
CSP. First, use MPS to simulate adiabatic quantum computation (AQC), where the target Hamilto-
nians are instances of a fully connected, random Ising spin glass. Results of the simulations help
shed light on why AQC fails for some optimization problems. We then present the novel applica-
tion of a modified MPS algorithm to classical Boolean satisfiability problems, specifically k-SAT
and max k-SAT. By construction, the algorithm also counts solutions to a given Boolean formula
(#-SAT). For easy satisfiable instances, the method is more expensive than other existing algo-
rithms; however, for hard and unsatisfiable instances, the method succeeds in finding satisfying
assignments where other algorithms fail to converge.
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In memory of my grandfather, in part because he never really cared for sentimentality.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
I suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you have is a hammer, to treat everything as if
it were a nail. -Abraham Maslow
1.1 Motivation
Many-body systems have long presented interesting technical challenges in physics. Exact mi-
croscopic treatments usually prove intractable owing to the sheer number of parameters involved,
while macroscopic treatments may lose the fascinating nuances unique to quantum mechanical
systems. Beyond the intrinsic value of knowledge, understanding the nature of many body sys-
tems is crtically important in developing new technologies and materials, and very often leads to
insight into complex systems in other areas of the physical sciences. It is unsurprising, then, that
techniques developed to model many body systems often find applications elsewhere.
Perhaps the earliest recognizeable matrix product state (MPS) algorithm could be attributed to
Affleck, Kennedy, Lieb, and Tasaki [1, 2], who constructed the ground states of one-dimensional
integer spin antiferromagnetic chains as “valence bond states”. Later, the development of finitely
correlated states [3] for translationally invariant systems generalized the valence bond state ap-
proach for systems with local interactions. Meanwhile, White’s density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) algorithm [4, 5] algorithm was introduced to simulate one-dimensional strongly
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correlated systems. It originally proposed to overcome the trouble in Wilson’s numerical renor-
malization group method [6] when treating strongly correlated systems, but was eventually shown
[7] to be a special case of MPS. MPS in its current form reemerged in the early 2000s [8, 9, 10]
and has been gaining in popularity ever since.
Since its rise to prominence, MPS has been applied to many different types of problems. Quan-
tum circuits[11], systems at finite temperature [12, 13], stochastic systems [14], classical search
problems [15, 16], and many others have all been efficiently treated with MPS. Higher dimen-
sional generalizations have also been developed, such as projected entangled pair states (PEPS)
[17], multiscale entanglement renormalization algorithm (MERA) [18], and others. The ability of
tensor network algorithms to treat Fermionic systems, large systems, strongly correlated systems,
and many others ensures MPS and related algorithms will be an area of active research for the
forseeable future.
1.2 Outline
The rest of this dissertation will be structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the mathematical
underpinnings of tensor network calculations, pairing formal mathematical equations with their
diagrammatic equivalents. The general features of tensor network algorithms are described using
both mathematical and diagrammatic notation. Chapter 3 presents the results of MPS simulations
of quantum adiabatic annealing, where the target Hamiltonian is that of a fully connected spin
glass model. In particular, we highlight the difference between results obtained using imaginary
and real time evolution schemes. We find that contributions from small excitations persist for much
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longer when using real time evolution, and consequently entanglement entropy appears to be much
larger for real time evolution that for imaginary time evolution. From this observation, we propose
an annealing schedule parameterization which attempts to minimize entanglement entropy during
evolution. Next, in Chapter 4, we treat the classical combinatorial optimization problems 2-SAT
and 3-SAT with a modified MPS algorithm. An basic discussion of computational complexity, as
it pertains to the research presented here, is included; as is a brief introduction to satisfiability and
optimization problems. Chapter 4 discusses the application of matrix product state formalism to
classical satisfiability and optimization problems. Results from k-SAT simulations are presented
and discussed, and the performance of the algorithm is compared that of other algorithms applied
to the same types of problems.
3
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we provide a brief overview of the basic principles and techniques used in
matrix product state algorithms. This is not intended to be a complete, in-depth review of all
the associated theory and developments, as comprehensive summaries exist elsewhere [19, 20,
10, 21, 22]. Rather, the aim is to provide a basic working understanding of the methods used
in this dissertation. First we review tensor notation and operations (Sec. 2.1), introducing the
graphical notation common to tensor network literature. In Sec. 2.2 we show the construction of
an MPS in canonical form, and show explicitly how to calculate normalization coefficients and
expectation values (Sec. 2.3). We then describe operations on the network via the time-evolving
block decimation (TEBD) method (Sec. 2.4). Finally, in Sec. 2.5 we end the chapter with a
discussion of entropy and entanglement in tensor networks.
2.1 Notation
We first review the mathematical concept of tensor. An order-r tensor is a r-dimensional array
of elements, where elements may be real or complex1. Order r = 0, r = 1, and r = 2 tensors
are already familiar mathematical objects: scalars (a) (Fig. 2.1.a), vectors (xi) (Fig. 2.1.b), and
matrices (Mi j) (Fig. 2.1.c), respectively. Tensors of order r > 2 will be referred to with the general
4
term tensor (Mi jk, Ai jkl , ...) (Fig. 2.1.d). The order corresponds to the number of indices; in
graphical notation, the indices are drawn as lines emanating from the shape representing the tensor.
(a)
a
(b)
~v
i
(c)
M
ji
(d)
A
i k
j
(e)
A B C
i j k i k
Figure 2.1: (a) A scalar. (b) A vector, with index i. (c) A matrix, with indices i and j. (d) An order-3
tensor, with indices i, j, and k. (e) The contraction along index j of matrices Ai j and B jk, resulting in new
matrix Cik.
Indices which are unattached to other tensors are free indices. The indices which connect ten-
sors are bond indices and have dimension D, which is related to the degree of correlation between
sites. Summing over repeated indices amounts to a contraction, for instance
Cik =
D
∑
j=1
Ai jB jk, (2.1)
where the size of the resulting tensor is order(C) = order(A)+order(B)−2 (Fig. 2.1.e).
1When referring to tensors, the terms rank and order are often used interchangeably, but mathematicians may take
a somewhat stricter view of the terms. The stricter definition gives order as the dimensionsality of the tensor, and rank
as the minimum number of linearly independent “slices” of a tensor needed to express the tensor. For instance, given
a tensor with r indices, we can say that the tensor is of order r, but not necessarily of rank r. In fact, the problem of
computing tensor rank is at least NP-complete [23].
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2.2 Construction
In tensor network algorithms, sites on a lattice have an affiliated matrix or tensor, here generically
named M. Each site represents an individual subsystem comprising part of the whole - in this case,
a single spin, bit, or qubit. The d degrees of freedom of spin i are indexed by xi, which we will
refer to as the spin index. In matrix product form, site i is therefore represented by d matrices, each
of dimensions Di−1×Di. An individual element is written as square brackets with the appropriate
indices, i.e. [Mxii ]αβ . Figure 2.2 shows the graphical representation of M
xi
i (2.2.a) and its adjoint
(2.2.b).
(a)
Di−1 Di
Mxii
xi
(b)
Di−1 Di
Mxi†i
xi
(c)
D0 = 1 D1 D2 DN−1 DN = 1
Mx11 M
x2
2 M
xN
N
x1 x2 xN
Figure 2.2: The matrix for site i. Spatial indices have dimensions Di−1 and Di, the physical index xi has the
dimensions of the subspace of site i. (b) The adjoint representation for site i. (c) The MPS representation of
the system. Summation occurs over the connected virtual indices.
To illustrate the explicit construction of a matrix product state, consider the generic wave func-
tion for N spins in the computational (spin) basis, expressed in terms of coefficients cx1,...,xN ,
6
|Ψ〉=∑
x1
...∑
xN
cx1...xN |x1〉⊗ |x2〉⊗ ...⊗|xN〉. (2.2)
We will assume that all spins have local dimension d = 2. The computational challenge of
simulating such a system lies in keeping track of all 2N coefficients cx1...xN . That is, the number
of parameters is exponential in the system size. The fundamental idea behind tensor network
algorithms is that it is not necessary to keep track of the entire Hilbert space of the system; for
many Hamiltonians only a small portion of the Hilbert space is relevant to describing low-lying
states [24, 25, 26].
Following the prescription by Vidal [9], the state is decomposed by successive Schmidt de-
compositions at each bond. First, the chain is partitioned into site 1 and sites 2...N, and a singular
value decomposition (SVD) is performed. The resulting left singular vectors |Φ[1]α1〉 are taken as
the Schmidt basis representation of the first site; the singular values λα1 (Schmidt coefficients) can
be used to calculate the entanglement between the blocs. The decomposition is performed again
on the right singular vectors |Φ[2...N]α1 〉 to separate site 2 and sites 3...N; and so on until the chain is
completely translated into the Schmidt basis.
|Ψ〉=∑
α1
λ [1]α1 |Φ[1]α1〉|Φ[2...N]α1 〉
=∑
α1
∑
x1
Γ[1]α1λ
[1]
α1 |x1〉|Φ[2...N]α1 〉
= ∑
α1,α2
∑
x1,x2
Γ[1]α1λ
[1]
α1 Γ
[2]
α1α2λ
[2]
α2 |x1x2〉|Φ[3...N]α2 〉
...
= ∑
α1,...,αN−1
∑
x1,...xN
Γ[1]α1λ
[1]
α1 Γ
[2]
α1α2...λ
[N−1]
αN−1 Γ
[N]
αN−1|x1...xN〉. (2.3)
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We will omit the subscripts αi for ease of notation. For systems with gapped Hamiltonians, it
is reasonable to retain only the χ largest singular values at each decomposition. In this way, the
number of parameters is reduced to O(Ndχ2), making MPS an efficient representation.
By construction, this MPS representation is in canonical form, which obeys the gauge condi-
tions:
∑
i
Γ[m]†i Λ
[m−1]Γ[m]i = Λ
[m] ∀ 1≤ m≤ N (2.4)
∑
i
Γ[m]i Γ
[m]†
i = IDmxDm ∀ 1≤ m≤ N (2.5)
Λ[0] = Λ[N] = 1 (For open boundary conditions). (2.6)
For convenience we will generally work with a simplified form. Allowing Mxii =(Λ
[i−1])
1
2Γ[i](Λ[i])
1
2
and summing over indices {αi} yields a more compact MPS representation:
|ψ〉= ∑
xi=0,1
Tr[Mx11 M
x2
2 · · ·MxNN ]|x1....xN〉. (2.7)
It should be noted that lattices which contain loops do not have a canonical form, consequently
Eqs. (2.4 - 2.6) are not universally applicable. However, it is possible to construct a quasi-canonical
form (see, for instance, [27, 28]).
2.3 Measurements
Taking measurements of tensor networks involves partial or complete contraction of the tensor
network. For one-dimensional MPS lattices, the computational cost of contraction is linear in the
number of spins, although it has been shown that cost of contracting an arbitrary higher dimen-
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sional tensor networks always scales exponentially in N [29]2. In this section, we provide the
mathematical and diagrammatic expressions for calculating the norm and expectation values for
an MPS.
2.3.1 Calculating the Norm
The MPS expression for the norm, 〈Ψ|Ψ〉, follows from the usual definition:
〈Ψ|Ψ〉= (〈x′1...x′N |∑
xi
Tr[Mx
′
N†
N ...M
x′1†
1 ])(∑
xi
Tr[Mx11 ...M
xN
N ]|x1...xN〉)
= (∑
xi
Tr[Mx
′
N†
N ...M
x′1†
1 ])(∑
xi
Tr[Mx11 ...M
xN
N ])〈x′1...x′N |x1...xN〉
= (∑
xi
Tr[Mx
′
N†
N ...M
x′1†
1 ])(∑
xi
Tr[Mx11 ...M
xN
N ])δx,x′
=∑
xi
|Tr[MxNN ...Mx11 ]|2. (2.8)
A generic method approach is to first sum over all spin indices (“flattening the lattice”), result-
ing in a chain of tensors with four virtual indices. Each pair of indices is combined into “fat bonds”
of dimensions D2i−1 and D
2
i (Fig. 2.3).
Finally, all common indices are summed over. This approach scales as O(Ndχ4). For one dimen-
sional MPSs, it is more efficient to calculate the norm recursively. This can be seen by rearranging
Eq. (2.8),
〈Ψ|Ψ〉=∑
xN
(MxN†N ...(∑
x2
Mx2†2 (∑
x1
Mx1†1 M
x1
1 )M
x2
2 )...M
xN
N ). (2.9)
2Naturally, methods for approximate contraction have been developed which still result in good approximations of
the true state, provided that the Hamiltonian is gapped [19, 30].
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Mxi†i
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Di−1
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M˜
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D2i−1
M˜i
D2i
Figure 2.3: Summing over the spin index at site i, ∑xi=0,1 M
xi†
i M
xi
i , results in a larger tensor with four virtual
indices, dimensions Di−1 and Di. Each pair of indices may be reduced to one “fat” index of larger size.
The computational cost of the calculation scales as O(Ndχ3), where χ is the truncated bond di-
mension for all sites. For lattices with open boundary conditions, the matrices at i = 1 and i = N
are vectors, so that the norm is a scalar (Fig. 2.4.a); for periodic boundary conditions the result is
a diagonal matrix (Fig. 2.4.b), in which case the norm is calculated by taking the trace.
(a)
〈Ψ|Ψ〉OBC = · · ·
Mx11 M
2
2 M
xN−1
N−1 M
xN
N
Mx1†1 M
x2†
2
M
xN−1†
N−1 M
xN†
N (b)
〈Ψ|Ψ〉PBC = · · ·
Figure 2.4: (a) Diagrammatic representation of a full lattice contraction with open boundary conditions.
(b) Diagrammatic representation of a full lattice contraction with periodic boundary conditions.
2.3.2 Observables
The expectation value for a one-body observable Oˆi acting on site i may be calculated by applying
the operator directly to the matrices at site i and contracting the lattice (Fig. 2.5.a),
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〈Oˆi〉= 〈Ψ|Oˆi|Ψ〉/〈Ψ|Ψ〉
= (∑
x′
〈x′|Tr[Mx′N†N ...M
x′1†
1 ])Oˆi(∑
x
Tr[Mx11 ...M
xN
N ]|x〉)/〈Ψ|Ψ〉
= (∑
x′
Tr[Mx
′
N†
N ...M
x′1†
1 ])〈x′|Oˆi|x〉(∑
x
Tr[Mx11 ...M
xN
N ])/〈Ψ|Ψ〉
= ∑
x′i,xi
(Tr[Mx
′
N†
N ...M
x′1†
1 ])〈x′i|Oˆi|xi〉(Tr[Mx11 ...MxNN ])/〈Ψ|Ψ〉. (2.10)
Similarly, for a nearest-neighbor two-body obervable Oˆi,i+1 = Oˆi⊗ Oˆi+1 acting on neighboring
sites i and i+1,
〈Oˆi,i+1〉= 〈Ψ|Oˆi,i+1|Ψ〉/〈Ψ|Ψ〉
= (∑
x′
〈x′|Tr[Mx′N†N ...M
x′1†
1 ])Oˆi,i+1(∑
x
Tr[Mx11 ...M
xN
N ]|x〉)/〈Ψ|Ψ〉
= ∑
x′i,xi
(Tr[Mx
′
N†
N ...M
x′1†
1 ])〈x′ix′i+1|Oˆi,i+1|xixi+1〉(Tr[Mx11 ...MxNN ])/〈Ψ|Ψ〉. (2.11)
(a)
· · · · · ·
〈Ψ|Ψ〉
M
xi−1
i−1 M
xi
i M
xi+1
i+1
M
xi−1†
i−1 M
xi†
i
M
xi+1†
i+1
Oˆi
(b)
· · · · · ·
〈Ψ|Ψ〉
M
xi−1
i−1 M
xi
i M
xi+1
i+1 M
xi+2
i+2
M
xi−1†
i−1 M
xi†
i
M
xi+1†
i+1 M
xi+2†
i+2
Oˆi,i+1
Figure 2.5: (a) Diagrammatic representation of the expectation value calculation for a one-body operator.
(a) Diagrammatic representation of the expectation value calculation for a two-body operator.
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2.4 Time-Evolving Block Decimation
The goal of any many-body simulation is to find ground or excited states of a specific Hamiltonian.
There are several widely used methods in MPS to approximate ground states: variational optimiza-
tion (used in DMRG schemes, see for instance [31, 32]), matrix product operators (MPOs) [33],
time-evolving block decimation [34], and any number of variants. We will focus on TEBD, with
slight modifications where noted in Chapters 3 and 4.
2.4.1 The Evolution Operator
To find the ground state of some interesting Hamiltonian H, we can start with an appropriate initial
state |Ψ0〉 and evolve the system for a sufficiently long period τ (where τ is imaginary time):
|Ψ(τ)〉= |E0〉= limτ→∞
e−τH |Ψ(τ = 0)〉
[〈Ψ(τ)|Ψ(τ)〉](1/2) (2.12)
The evolution operator, U(τ) = e−τH , is broken into n small time steps δτ = τ/n, where δτ << τ
and n >> 1,
U(τ) = (e−iδτH)n = [U(δτ)]n. (2.13)
Non-commuting terms in the Hamiltonian can be treated by expanding U(δτ) to pth order using
the Suzuki-Trotter formula,
U(τ) = (e−δτH1e−δτH2...)n
≈ (e−δτH1/ne−δτH2/n)n+O(δτ2)
≈ (e−δτH1/2ne−δτH2/ne−δτH1/2n)n+O(δτ3), (2.14)
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where H = H1 +H2 and [H1,H2] 6= 0. The error introduced by the pth-order approximation after
time τ is ε = τ(δτ)p. Writing the exact state as |Ψ〉, the approximate state as |ΨTr〉, and the
difference as |Ψ¯Tr〉,
|Ψ〉=
√
1− ε2|ΨTr〉+ ε|Ψ¯Tr〉;
such that total error scales with time as ε2.
2.4.2 Applying Operators
The full evolution of the system follows from the sequential application of all n steps of Eq. (2.14)
to the initial system [35],
|Ψ(τ)〉 ≈∏
n
e−δτH1/2ne−δτH2/ne−δτH1/2n|Ψ(0)〉. (2.15)
The advantage of the MPS representation is that operators in Eq. (2.15) can be applied directly to
the matrices for the relevant sites. Single-body operators update directly,
M˜xii =∑
xi
〈x′i|Oˆi|xi〉Mxii . (2.16)
Similarly, an operator acting on pair (i, i+1) is applied directly to the matrices for sites i and i+1.
As an example, U−δτ(−Jσ
z
i σ
z
i+1) is projected onto on adjacent sites i and i+ 1, forming the larger
matrix in spin space
Qxi,xi+1i, j =
 eδτJM0i M0i+1 e−δτJM0i M1i+1
e−δτJM1i M0i+1 e
δτJM1i M
1
i+1
 . (2.17)
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Values for matrices at i and i+ 1 are recovered by performing a singular value decomposition
(SVD),
Qxi,xi+1i, j =UΛV
† = (UΛ1/2)× (Λ1/2V †)
= M˜xii M˜
xi+1
i+1 . (2.18)
For many systems, it is not necessary to retain all singular values to obtain a reasonable approx-
imation for the true ground state; to keep error bounded at some fixed ε , bond dimensions only
need to grow polynomially with the size of the system [8]. The most accurate determination of
appropriate new bond dimensions follows from the so-called “full update” method, which entails
minimizing squared distance error,
err = |||Ψ〉− |Ψapprox〉||2, (2.19)
and sweeping over the entire lattice. This method is costly, so it is more common to use some
flavor of the the “simple update” method, whereby singular values are cut at a set maximum bond
dimension or minimum value.
2.5 Entropy
Any system can be represented with an MPS provided that bond dimensions are large enough,
but in general, MPS is an efficient representation (i.e., one requiring only a polynomial number of
parameters) for systems which have gapped, local Hamiltonians [24, 26, 25]. The condition of a
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“gapped, local Hamiltonian” alludes to the nature of the mapping from d to d + 1 dimensions in
Sec. 2.2: the extra dimension contains the entanglement between the spins in the MPS. MPS may
reasonably be considered an entanglement phase space representation of a quantum system.
By construction, then, it is straightforward to calculate various measures of entanglement and
entropy with MPS. The entanglement between two partitions in an MPS may be read directly from
the cardinality of the bond dimension between them. Unentangled partitions will have common
bond dimension 1, and the theoretical maximum entanglement (bond size) in an MPS is 2N/2.
Highly entangled systems have large bond dimensions, which makes them less than ideal candi-
dates for representation with MPS.
The bipartite entanglement (Von Neumann) entropy may be calculated from the singular values
of the common bond,
S(ρA) =−TrρAlogρA
=−
χ
∑
i=1
λ 2i logλ
2
i . (2.20)
Of course, the Von Neumann entropy is a specific case of Re´nyi entropy,
Sq(p1, p2, ..., pn) =
1
1−q log(
n
∑
i=1
pqi ), (2.21)
where q > 0, q 6= 1. Probabilities pi can be calculated from
pi =
λ 2i
∑k λ 2k
. (2.22)
In this work, “entropy” will refer to bipartite entanglement entropy unless otherwise noted.
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CHAPTER 3
QUANTUM MATRIX PRODUCT STATES: SPIN GLASSES
Technological advances have allowed computers to surpass even the most wildly futuristic
prognostications from the last century. However, there are problems which modern classical com-
puters cannot easily tackle; it is believed that quantum computation may hold the key to efficiently
finding solutions. There are a few quantum algorithms which offer up to exponential speedup
over their classical counterparts. Some, like Shor’s factoring algorithm [36], promise to make
current encryption practices obsolete; others, Deutsch-Josza [37], have no practical application
yet, but will provide exponential speedup over its classical counterpart when one is found. It is
hoped that combinatorial optimizion problems can be efficiently solved with quantum annealing
[38, 39, 40, 41].
Sophisticated simulation algorithms and the development of the D-Wave adiabatic quantum
computer make it possible to test whether adiabatic quantum annealing (AQA) is truly a viable
framework for solving combinatorial optimizion problems. Early simulations with small num-
bers of spins were promising [42, 43, 44, 45], but did not accurately predict how the complexity
would scale with system size. Nevertheless, the development of techniques to circumvent anneal-
ing bottlenecks lead many to believe that AQC will ultimately prove a viable method of solving
combinatorial optimization problems.
In this chapter, we simulate the behavior of quantum annealing computers using a typical adia-
batic quantum annealing (AQA) Hamiltonian to find the ground state of a fully connected, random
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spin glass. We track the evolution of entropy in the system, comparing the results of imaginary and
real time evolution. Understanding the mechanisms which dictate the success or failure of AQCs
remains critically important. To this end, examining the nature of entanglement entropy in spin
glasses can help elucidate the best computational practices.
3.1 Adiabatic Quantum Annealing Algorithm
The general adiabatic quantum computing algorithm [44, 39] is based on the adiabatic theorem
[46] which states that a system in its ground state, under sufficiently slow evolution, will remain
in the instantaneous ground state of the new Hamiltonian with high probability. This is potentially
quite useful: many computationally hard problems can be encoded as Ising Hamiltonians [47],
such that the ground state of the problem Hamiltonian is the solution to the original instance.
The interpolating Hamiltonian H(s) captures the entire AQC algorithm: starting in the known
paramagnetic ground state of Hp =−hx∑iσ xi , the transverse field hx is slowly turned off as inter-
actions characterizing the target spin glass, encoded in Hg, are turned on:
H(s) = sHg+(1− s)Hp, (3.1)
with dimensionless scheduling parameter1 s = s(t) = t/T and t ∈ [0,T ]. In this work, we leave
hx fixed at hx = 1, and vary s(t) only. The “sufficiently slow” annealing time must scale with the
inverse instantaneous minimum energy gap,
T ∼ 1/∆min, (3.2)
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where ∆min = min(E1−E0), Ei is the ith eigenvalue of H(s), and i = 0 denotes the ground state
energy level. Accuracy can be increased by adjusting the power of the scaling (compare, for
instance, [48, 49]). The adiabatic requirement naturally limits the efficiency of the algorithm for
systems with very small spectral gaps, such as those with first order phase transitions [50, 51] or
avoided level crossings [52, 53, 54].
3.1.1 The Sherrington-Kirkpatrick Spin Glass
Our problem Hamiltonian is that a fully connected Ising system, a variation on the Sherrington-
Kirkpatrick (SK) spin glass [58],
Hg =−∑
i6= j
Ji jσ zi σ
z
j . (3.3)
Coefficients Ji j are assigned uniformly at random in the interval Ji j ∈ [−1,1].
The SK model has the advantage of being well-studied in a variety of instantiations (for a very,
very small sampling, see [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 56]). Its Hamiltonian can be considered a restatement
of the graph partitioning problem as a spin glass [59], which is conveniently the native format of the
D-Wave TwoTM quantum annealer. It was recently used as a benchmarking problem [64]2. While
studies of the SK model usually require the coefficients to have zero mean and variance 1/
√
N, our
model has zero mean and average variance 1/3. However, classical random satisfiability problems
are better represented by a flat distribution of Ji j than the standard distribution [65]. The choice
1The scheduling parameter s(t) is usually chosen to vary linearly with t, i.e. s(t) = t/T , but is more generally
any monotonically decreasing function of t. One can always choose a nonlinear schedule to assist convergence, for
instance power law scheduling [55], square pulse [56], or a diabatic schedule [57].
2We note with some amusement that finding the ground state of a spin glass is NP-hard, but that finding the graph
genus - related very closely to graph embedding - is also NP-hard.
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also increases the number of randomly generated “hard” instances, allowing our small systems to
mimic the behavior of larger systems with respect to level spacings and avoided crossings.
The SK model is not an ideal candidate for MPS under ordinary circumstances. All interactions
are infinite ranged owing to the connectivity of the model; therefore, any truncation of the MPS
bond dimensions risks turning the MPS into a bad approximation of the true state [66]. This limits
us to small systems. That said, we wish to examine the entanglement of the system and MPS
allows the calculation of entanglement entropy with relative ease, so we are content with the small
N limitation.
3.2 Imaginary vs Real Time Evolution
Selected portions of the code used to generate the data in this section can be found in Appendix A.
The first order of business is to choose a reasonable rate of evolution for the system. In Fig.
3.1, we have plotted the instantaneous energy levels E0, E1, and E2 for N = 10, averaged over 200
realizations, found by exact diagonalization. By tracking the transverse magnetization 〈σx〉, we
found that the second-order phase transition occurs at sc ∼ 0.46.
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Figure 3.1: The average lowest three instantaneous eigenenergies calculated by exact diagonalization for
N = 10 spins, plotted with respect to the scheduling parameter s(t). The inset shows ∆01 with respect to
1− s (as opposed to s) for clarity. The gap closes with s as ∆01 ∼ (1− s)1.10N . Since the effective transverse
field hx is proportional to 1− s, this could be equivalently written ∆01 ∼ h1.10Nx,eff ; reflecting that it requires N
spin flips to tunnel from the ground to the first excited state.
Once s > sc, the gap between the ground and first excited state closes as a power law as s→ 1.
The spectral gap which limits the rate of evolution in the spin glass phase is between the ground and
second excited state, ∆02. As an informal argument that this is the case, consider the system near
s = 1. If evolution has been sufficiently slow, it is reasonable to assume that the interesting portion
of the Hilbert space is spanned by the degenerate ground states |1〉 and |2〉, and the degenerate first
excited states |3〉 and |4〉. Defining the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 =Hg, perturbing Hamiltonian
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H1(t) = (1/s−1)Hp, and p = hx(1/s−1) for simplicity,
H '

E0 0 0 0
0 E0 0 0
0 0 E2 0
0 0 0 E2

+

0 N p Mp (N−M)p
N p 0 (N−M)p Mp
Mp (N−M)p 0 N p
(N−M)p Mp N p 0

, (3.4)
where N is the number of spin flips between degenerate states and M, M < N, is the number of
spin flips between the ground and first excited state. Block diagonalizing H1 with the new basis
|1˜〉 = 2−1/2(|1〉+ |2〉), |2˜〉 = 2−1/2(|1〉− |2〉), |3˜〉 = 2−1/2(|3〉+ |4〉), and |4˜〉 = 2−1/2(|3〉+ |4〉),
we obtain
H˜1(t) =

N p 0 Mp 0
0 −N p 0 (2M−N)p
Mp 0 N p 0
0 (2M−N)p 0 −N p

. (3.5)
This reduces the system to two decoupled subsystems, where transitions are only between |1˜〉 ↔
|3˜〉 and |2˜〉 ↔ |4˜〉. The spectral gap of concern is thus ∆02 prior to s = 1 (∆01 at s < 1). Its scaling
is shown in Fig. (3.2) to be ∆01 ∼ N−0.92.
3.2.1 Imaginary Time Evolution
Imaginary time is preferred in most time evolving algorithms for its ability to filter excited states
and converge more quickly than real time evolution [67, 68].
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Figure 3.2: Relative spacing (gap) between ground and first excited states when s = 1. ∆01 scales approxi-
mately as N−0.92 for small systems.
Accordingly, our first peek at the behavior of the model was using imaginary time. In Fig. 3.3,
we have plotted the energy of the system as it is evolved in imaginary time, at a range of annealing
times τ , for fixed (time-independent) values of s. The τ shown in all figures with MPS results
correspond to 1/40th of the total annealing time; i.e. measurements of the system were made at
intervals of τn, where 0≤ n≤ 40.
The relatively energetic stripe centered at sc = 0.46 marks the transition from paramagnetic
to glassy phases, but the large barrier occurring at small τ indicates diabatic transitions to excited
states. For comparison, Fig. 3.4 shows the residual energy,
εres =
〈ψ(τ)|Hˆ(τ)|ψ(τ)〉
〈ψ(τ)|ψ(τ)〉 −E0. (3.6)
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Figure 3.3: The energy during evolution, calculated for N = 10 spins, for a range of imaginary evolution
times τ . Energy is averaged over 100 realizations. Each square represents the energy calculated by MPS at a
specific instant in the evolution of the system, where the rate of evolution is dictated by a fixed value of τ . A
line drawn vertically would indicate the calculated energy E(τ) for a specific s, where E(τ) = E0+ εres(τ),
and εres(τ) is the residual energy.
Reasonable results are obtained when τ ∼ 1/∆02, with ∆02 = min(E2−E0), confirming that tran-
sitions between the ground and first excited state are of no particular concern for this system.
The entanglement entropy is plotted in the same phase space in Fig. 3.5.
By comparing Figs. 3.5, 3.4, and 3.6, it seems clear that the rate of evolution significantly impacts
the behavior of the system.
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Figure 3.4: The residual energy during evolution, calculated for N = 10 spins, for a range of imaginary
evolution times τ . Energy is averaged over 100 realizations, and ground state energy values are obtained by
exact diagonalization. The white line indicates the limiting rate of evolution, given by τ = 1/∆02.
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Figure 3.5: The entanglement entropy during evolution, calculated for N = 10 spins, for a range of imagi-
nary evolution times τ . Values are averaged over 100 realizations.
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In Fig. 3.6, the dominant amplitudes and entropy for three separate random instances, evolved
at different rates, illustrate this behavior. From Fig. 3.6.a and 3.6.b, we can surmise that the
fastest evolutions (τ < 0.01) outpace the natural response time of the system. This suppresses the
development of entanglement, and the amplitudes at s= 1 are not likely to have changed too much
from their initial values. Hence for very small τ , 〈Ψ0|ΨMPS〉<< 1. In Fig. 3.5, the band spanning
0.01 ≤ τ ≤ 0.1 has higher entanglement entropy, indicating a mixture of low-lying and excited
states (Fig. 3.6.c, 3.6.d). For τ > 0.1, excitations picked up around sc are filtered out by time s= 1,
and measuring the overlap with the true ground state yields 〈Ψ0|ΨMPS〉 ≈ 1 (Fig. 3.6.e, 3.6.f). This
holds true in all system sizes we investigated, and indicates that any choice of τ on the order of
1/∆ will result in a reasonable approximation of the true ground state.
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Figure 3.6: See caption on the next page.
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Figure 3.6: The entanglement entropy and largest amplitudes are plotted with respect to s for
three different rates of evolution. (a)-(b) Very fast evolution, τ = 0.005, which does not allow the
state to evolve. Since paramagnetic ground states are excited states in an Ising system, the state at
s = 1 is high energy. At the same time, no correlations were allowed to develop, so the entropy
remains small. (c)-(d) Slightly too fast evolution, 0.01≤ τ ≤ 0.1. The system can respond, unlike
in the previous case, but the rate of evolution causes diabatic excitations. This results in high
entanglement. (e)-(f) Adiabatic evolution. The rate of evolution is just slow enough to avoid
diabatic excitations. Entropy increases near the critical point, but decreases afterwards as the gap
between the ground and excited states increases.
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3.2.2 Real Time Evolution
In the previous subsection, we saw that any sufficiently large value of τ could be used to find
the ground state of the system. Consequently, the efficiency of simulated quantum annealing can
be improved in part by the use of imaginary time dynamics, which filters out contributions from
excited states [67]. Well-isolated real systems do not have that luxury, of course, so it is prudent
to consider real-time simulations as well. In Fig. 3.7, the energy of a system of N = 10 spins is
shown for the full evolution where s is varied with time, for a range of annealing times.
Figure 3.7: The energy during evolution, calculated for N = 10 spins, for a range of real evolution times t.
Energy is averaged over 100 realizations. As in Fig. 3.7, the energies calculated are not instantaneous, but
are rather the values arrived at by evolving from the initial paramagnetic state at a rate dictated by t.
The qualitative features of Fig. 3.7 are essentially the same as in Fig. 3.3. For very fast evolution
(small t), the system cannot respond quickly and does not evolve much from its original state, re-
sulting in the high energy region in the upper right corner. As before, the phase transition manifests
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as a higher energy stripe in the neighborhood of sc ∼ 0.46. However, the quantitative difference
between Figs. 3.7 and 3.3 a reasonable approximation can be expected for times of nearly an order
of magnitude smaller than the prescribed 1/∆01, with modest improvement for longer times. In the
real-time case, the minimum acceptable duration clearly starts at around 1/∆01. The threshold is
more obvious in the plot of residual energy in Fig. 3.8.
Figure 3.8: The residual energy during evolution, calculated for N = 10 spins, for a range of real evolu-
tion times t. Energy is averaged over 100 realizations. Ground state energy values are obtained by exact
diagonalization. The white line reflects the limiting rate of evolution, given by t = 1/∆02.
As in the imaginary time case, rapid evolution results in a a final state far from the ground state.
Qualitative differences can be more clearly understood by also examining the entanglement entropy
(Fig. 3.9). Below t ∼ 0.01, the system cannot respond quickly. There is little mixing of low-lying
and excited states, leading to high energy but low entropy. Between 0.01 ≤ t ≤ 0.1, there is
entanglement between low-lying and excited states, resulting in high energy and high entropy.
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Figure 3.9: The entanglement entropy during evolution, calculated for N = 10 spins, for a range of real
annealing times t. Values are averaged over 100 realizations. Compared to Fig. 3.5, the entropy is much
higher for real time evolution. This is because imaginary time evolution filters out the contributions of
excited states, whereas real time does not.
Between 0.1 < t ≤ 1.2, the amount of entanglment with excited states is gradually decreased,
with a corresponding drop in energy, until minimum is reached around t ∼ 1.2. For small t, very
small contributions from excited states are not filtered out without the suppressing action of imag-
inary time evolution. This accounts for the more stringent threshold for t.
Having established a reasonable upper bound on the annealing rate, we turn to the probability
of measuring a ground state at time tn = T . In Fig. 3.10, we show the overlap of the final MPS
state |ΨMPS〉 and the true ground state |Ψ0〉 as a function of annealing time. Even with an order of
magnitude increase in the annealing time, the success rate does not change appreciably per spin;
this is a consequence of the system size. The likelihood of avoided crossings increases with N
[51, 62], leading to closer levels spacings in general and exponentially small gaps in the spin glass
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phase. This is best illustrated explicitly. In Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 we show the lowest 10 energy levels
and most probable states, respectively, for a selected instance of N = 10 spins where the overlap is
〈Ψ0|ΨMPS〉 ∼ 0.05.
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Figure 3.10: The overlap of the state found by MPS and the true ground state, 〈Ψ0|ΨMPS〉, is shown as a
function of annealing time. Values are averaged over 100 realizations. Despite increasing the duration of
evolution, the average success probability per spin does not appreciably change.
In Fig. 3.12, the amplitude of the true ground state is plotted in blue. At time s = 0.4, a series
of tunneling events leaks amplitude into the 2nd - 5th excited states. The gap between the 4th/5th
excited states and higher energy states only widens as s→ 1, but a second gap closes between the
ground/1st and 2nd/3rd at s∼ 0.96.
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Figure 3.11: The lowest 10 energy levels for an instance where the ground state will be found with low
probability. N = 10 spins. At s(t) = 1, all levels are double degenerate. The inset shows the avoided crossing
around s∼ 0.875. The appearance of these bottlenecks has been predicted in the literature [53, 54, 51, 62].
Furthermore, the frequency of the appearance of these barriers is presumed to increase with N [51], meaning
the number of instances requiring exponenial time unavoidable increases as well.
3.3 Increasing Success Rates
In general, the success of QA hinges on the development of a broadly applicable means of treat-
ing small gaps. There seems to be a countably infinite number of variations on several common
heuristic schemes which rely on random processes to work around small gap bottlenecks. We will
loosely classify the methods:
Initial state engineering - Phase transitions account for the biggest slowdown in many simula-
tions, so adjusting the initial Hamiltonian or state might prevent the small gap accompanying
the usual phase transition.
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Figure 3.12: The probabilities of three of the most likely states for a hard instance on N = 10 spins under
real time evolution of the system. The true ground state is shown in blue.
Carefully choosing an initial Hamiltonian which can be mapped smoothly to the problem
Hamiltonian avoids the problem altogether [69]. When a good initial Hamiltonian is not
known, randomizing the initial Hamiltonian and repeating the process several times increases
the likelihood of finding the ground state [52, 70]. When there is unavoidable Landau-Zener
tunneling in the spin glass phase, intentionally starting in a random or known excited initial
state allows the level-crossing to increase the probability of measuring the ground state,
instead of vice-versa [71].
Spectral gap amplification - Adding an additional Hamiltonian near the critical point can widen
spectral gaps, reducing the probability of excitations [50, 71, 72, 73]. A variant using quan-
tum Monte Carlo (QMC) randomizes the path of evolution during annealing [52].
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Choice of annealing schedule - A number of studies have shown the success probability in hard
instances is improved by diabatic annealing [57, 71, 72, 73]. Others might modify the rate of
evolution by considering the instantaneous spectral gap of the system, while a few use other
criteria [55, 56].
Rather than follow suit, we will look to entanglement entropy to construct an alternative ap-
proach. To our knowledge this is a novel approach.
Although in general, the residual energy slowly decreases with increasing t (Fig. 3.8, the
average overlap (Fig. 3.10) stays roughly constant. We can thus infer that the slower quench
results in lower-lying states, but not necessarily ground states. A histogram of the ground state
overlaps (Fig. 3.13) confirms this: while the average overlap is unchanged, the distribution skews
lower for larger t. At the same time, the entropy (Fig. 3.9) increases with t. Figure 3.14 plots the
entropy for the distributions shown in Fig. 3.13. Clearly, the instances with smaller ground state
overlap are more entangled.
It is reasonable to wonder whether an optimal annealing protocol could be determined from the
entanglement entropy, instead of solely by the minimum gap. Specifically, is there some trajectory
s(t)which non-trivially minimizes S, and by extension E f inal? A heuristic trial function was chosen
by finding a low-entropy path in the phase space of Fig 3.9. In Figs. 3.15.a we give the distribution
of overlaps for t = 8.0, and in Fig. 3.15.b the distribution for s(t) = 0.994tn0.01. The entropy
for both is shown in Fig. 3.16. Fig.3.15.b shows slight improvement over the other, conventional
protocols, though it is not definitive proof that this method will succeed.
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Figure 3.13: The distribution of final ground state overlap for 200 random instances for the usual linear
annealing schedule. (a) Time of evolution per T/40 is t = 1.6. (b) Time of evolution per T/40 is t = 4.0.
The overall probability of success remained fairly constant for any choice of linear schedule (see Fig. 3.10),
but counterintuitively, the distribution skewed lower with increasing t.
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Figure 3.14: The entropy for a system of N = 10 spins, separated by the distribution of final ground state
overlap for 200 random instances for the usual linear annealing schedule (refer to Fig. 3.13). (a) Time
of evolution per T/40 is t = 1.6. (b) Time of evolution per T/40 is t = 4.0. The overall probability of
success remained fairly constant for any choice of linear schedule (see Fig. 3.10), but counterintuitively, the
distribution skewed lower with increasing t. On the other hand, the entanglement entropy increased with
increasing t, indicating that entanglement with higher energy modes persists in long time evolutions.
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Figure 3.15: The distribution of final ground state overlaps for 200 random instances for the usual linear
annealing schedule. (a) Time of evolution per T/40 is t = 8.0. (b) Time of evolution per T/40 is s∼ t0.01.
The schedule chosen in (b) resulted in the highest number of instances with a large overlap with the ground
state, even though the schedule chosen in (a) is slower.
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Figure 3.16: The entropy for a system of N = 10 spins, separated by the distribution of final ground
state overlap for 200 random instances for two different annealing schedules (refer to Fig. 3.15). (a) Time
of evolution per T/40 is t = 8.0. The jagged appearance of the entropy is an artefact of the very slow
annealing schedule, which allows the system to respond to minute details in the energy landscape. (b) Time
of evolution per T/40 is s∼ t0.01. The small bump around s= 0.15 is the result of brief diabatic excitations,
which decay as the rate of evolution slows down.
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3.4 Outlook
In this chapter, we have used a finite MPS with real and imaginary time evolution to explore the
entanglement of an infinite range, random Ising spin glass. In spite of small system sizes, this
choice of model allowed us to mimic the behavior of larger systems and track the bipartite entan-
glement entropy. Studies of quantum systems which use imaginary time evolution may not manage
to completely capture the effects arising from entanglement, leading to overly optimistic predic-
tions about the viability of quantum annealing. However, we have found that higher entanglement
directly correlates with a lower probability of finding the ground state, and suggest that an optimal
annealing protocol could be found by minimizing the entanglement with respect to energy and
time.
We are encouraged by existing work by Calabrese [74], who showed explicitly how one may
construct and extract information about entanglement from the time evolved matrix. Although the
approach in [74] is only useful for simple, conformally invariant systems, it may be a useful starting
point for numerical simulations of more complex systems. A different approach by Rezakhani et
al. [75] parameterizes the annealing protocol using differential geometry, adventitiously finding
that the optimal path also reduced the overall entanglement in the system. However disparate,
both works seem to support the idea that choosing an annealing schedule to sidestep unneccessary
entanglement could be a productive avenue of inquiry. Future work may benefit by explicitly
finding a paths which (non-trivially) minimizes entanglement entropy.
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CHAPTER 4
CLASSICAL MPS: SATISFIABILITY PROBLEMS
Whether or not AQCs will be a suitable means of solving NP-hard optimization problems
remains in question. In the meantime, there remains an interest in classical algorithms which can
solve combinatorial optimization problems more efficiently1 than the best current methods. Given
that optimization problems can be cast as spin glass Hamiltonians [41, 42, 45, 47, 65, 76, 77], it
seems natural to apply methods from physics to computationally challenging problems [78, 79, 80,
81].
In this chapter we describe the application of MPS to classical combinatorial satisfiability
(SAT) problems, after ideas presented by Chamon and Mucciolo [16]. The terms used to describe
classical spin systems and classical combinatorial problems may be unfamiliar to physicists, so
Section 4.1 is devoted to defining the problem. Section 4.2 details the modified MPS algorithm,
casting SAT terminology into terms more natural to physics. The remainder of the chapter is
devoted to providing and interpreting the results of MPS simulations.
4.1 SAT Problems
Satisfiability, in computer science, refers specifically to the decision problem:
1Which is not to say efficiently as in scaling polynomially with the number of bits. “More efficiently”, in this case,
refers to an algorithm costing O(2δN), where δ is slightly smaller than for other algorithms.
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Given a Boolean formula on N literals, does there exist a truth assignment that satisfies
every clause?
A literal refers to a bit (or a single spin), which can take value 0 or 1; a truth assignment is a
specific assignment of 0 or 1 to each literal. “True”, generally, can be understood as taking the
value 1, and “false” can be understood as taking the value 0. A Boolean formula is a set of clauses,
where each clause contains some number k of bits and some binary operators. For example, the
clause2
C1 = (x3∨ x7∨¬x8) (4.1)
contains k = 3 bits. Of eight possible assignments ({000,001,010,011...}), only the assignment
x3 = 0, x7 = 0, x8 = 1 will cause C1 to evaluate as false. A Boolean formula of M clauses in
conjunctive normal form,
F(x1,x2, ...xN) =
M∧
l=1
Cl =
M∧
l=1
(
k∨
i=1
x(l)i
)
, (4.2)
might look like
F(x1, ...,xN) = (x3∨ x7∨¬x8)∧ (x1∨¬x4∨¬x10)∧ ...∧ (x3∨ x16∨ x9). (4.3)
If a satisfying assignment for F(x1,x2, ...xN) exists, the formula is satisfiable (i.e., the answer to
the decision problem for this instance is “yes”). If no solution exists, the formula is unsatisfiable.
The satisfiability of an instance can be characterized by the ratio of clauses to bits,
α = M/N. (4.4)
2This clause is read “x3 OR x7 OR NOT x8”.
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In the thermodynamic limit, N → ∞, threshold between satisfiable and unsatisfiable is given by
critical value αc. For XOR-SAT [82] and 2-SAT [83], the critical threshold has been rigorously
shown to be αc = 1. For k = 3, α also characterizes the emergence of “hard” problems, in addition
to the satisfiability of an instance (see Sec. 4.1.2).
The problem is perhaps deceptively simple. It is easy to enumerate and check each combination
of 0s and 1s for small N, but the size of the solution space grows exponentially with the number
of bits. To exhaustively enumerate all combinations for N = 87, it would take all the time between
now and when the sun envelops the earth3.
4.1.1 2-SAT
2-SAT problems have Boolean formulas composed of two-bit OR clauses. We can construct four
distinct clauses from i and j by combining OR and the deterministic one-bit NOT gate, as shown in
Table 4.14.
Table 4.1: Two bit truth table: (i∨ j), (i∨¬ j), (¬i∨ j), and (¬i∨¬ j).
i j (i∨ j) (i∨¬ j) (¬i∨ j) (¬i∨¬ j)
0 0 F T T T
0 1 T F T T
1 0 T T F T
1 1 T T T F
3Assuming that checking a combination takes ∼ 10−9s and our sun will become a red giant in five billion years,
give or take.
4At the risk of seeming to include superfluous material, all four possible two-bit OR clauses are shown in Tab.
4.1. Boolean logic is not always part of physicists’ education, so this solicitous little table is a small effort to make a
potentially unfamiliar topic slightly less daunting.
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This special case of SAT problems is in complexity class5 P, i.e. solvable in polynomial time
(even linear time, as in Ref. [84]). The SAT/UNSAT threshold occurs at αc = 1 [83], after which
the problem may be better described as MAX-2-SAT, an NP-hard problem [85].
4.1.2 3-SAT
3-SAT problems have clauses containing three bits each. Unlike 2-SAT, 3-SAT is NP-complete:
NP means there is no known polynomial time algorithm for a deterministic machine, but the so-
lutions can be verified efficiently. Complete means that there exists a polynomial cost mapping of
any other NP problem onto 3-SAT. The satisfiability threshold is in the neighborhood of αc = 4.26
[86], with bounds established at 3. <αc < 4.506 [87, 88]. Mezard [65] found a value of αc = 4.256
for the SAT/UNSAT threshold, but an additional intermediate phase from αd = 3.921 to αc for
which solutions exist but are difficult to find with local search algorithms.
4.2 k-SAT Problems in MPS Terminology
We first introduce a classical state vector of the system, which may be expressed analogously to
Eq. 2.7:
5Roughly, “complexity class” can be thought of as the categorization of problems in computer science by re-
sources required for a particular type of machine. Here, “polynomial” (P) refers to a problem whose time or space
requirements scale polynomially with the number N of bits on a deterministic machine (“if A then B”). Compare
to “non-deterministic polynomial” (NP), which refers to a problem whose requirements scale polynomially with the
number N of bits on a nondeterministic machine (“if A then B with some probability”). In both cases, solutions are
verifiable in polynomial time.
Complexity is a fascinating and active area of research and there exists an entire zoo of classifications. It is also
well beyond the scope of this work, but interested readers might enjoy refs. [89, 90].
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|Ψ(x1, ...,xN)〉= ∑x1=0,1
...∑xn=0,1 A
x1
1 A
x2
2 ...A
xn
n
Z
|x1x2...xn〉, (4.5)
where Z is a normalizing factor,
Z = ∑
x1=0,1
∑
x2=0,1
... ∑
xn=0,1
Tr[Ax11 A
x2
2 ...A
xN
N ]. (4.6)
Equation 4.6 may be interpreted as the partition function of the system. Each matrix Axii has
local dimension d = 2, corresponding to the two possible values of literal xi (i.e., 0 and 1). To
initialize the state vector, it is not necessary to construct the MPS explicitly as shown in Sec. 2.2.
Instead, we will assign equal weight to each configuration in the Hamming space6 by setting all
Axii = I[1×1], where I[1×1] is the identity matrix, and then normalize the MPS.
Perhaps the biggest departure from standard MPS is in the “evolution” of the system. In a
quantum mechanical system, the amplitudes for relevant states are evolved with TEBD in real or
imaginary time. Imaginary time operators suppress excited states, projecting towards low-lying
states; periodic normalization maintains appropriate amplitudes. Here, our goal is not to evolve
the state of the system as much as discard portions of the Hamming space which are unsatisfying.
This is accomplished by writing the set of constraints for the problem (i.e., Eq. 4.2) as a set of
filtering gates. The set of gates can be thought of as a pseudo-Hamiltonian and used to construct a
Boltzmann-like weighting function. The “Hamiltonian” is comprised of the sum of cost functions
E(cm), where E(cm) =−1 or +1 if clause cm is satisfied or unsatisfied, respectively:
H(x1, ...,xN) = E(c1)+E(c2)+ ...+E(cM) =
M
∑
m=1
E(cm). (4.7)
6“Hamming space” is the solution space of the problem, much like a Hilbert space. Similarly, “Hamming distance”
refers to the number of spin (bit) flips between two solutions.
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This is used to form the set of projection operators,
U(c1)...U(cm) = e−βH = e−β ∑m E(cm) =∏
m
e−βE(cm). (4.8)
Here, β is the inverse temperature. Since all cm commute, it is not neccessary to Trotterize Eq. 4.8.
The set of U are then applied in the same manner as in standard MPS (see Eqs. (2.16-2.17)). The
explicit construction and decomposition of matrices for k-bit clauses is detailed in Sec. 4.3. A two
bit gate takes the form
Qxix ji j =U(cm)A
xi
i A
x j
j = ∑
xi=0,1
∑
x j=0,1
e−βE(cm)Axii A
x j
j , (4.9)
while a three-bit gate acts on three adjacent bits,
Qxix jxki jk =U(cm)A
xi
i A
x j
j A
xk
k = ∑
xi=0,1
∑
x j=0,1
∑
xk=0,1
e−βE(cm)Axii A
x j
j A
xk
k . (4.10)
Matrix Qi j or Qi jk is then decomposed using SVD to update bit values A˜
xi
i . Since the projectors U
are not unitary, after applying each gate the MPS must be normalized.
At this point in the algorithm, Eq. 4.6 may be used to count the number of solutions for the
instance (#-SAT problem). Let Z0 be the initial normalization constant and Zm be the normalization
constant found when updating the MPS after gate m. The number of remaining solutions n after m
gates have been performed is
n =
m
∏
i=0
Zi. (4.11)
By virtue of telling us the number of remaining solutions, Eq. (4.11) also answers whether an
instance is satisfiable. This information can be used to obtain a satisfying assignment (or in the
case of an unsatisfiable formula, an assignment which satisfies the most clauses). After all gates
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have been performed, the partition function is calculated. The ith bit is then fixed as xi = 0 by
setting A1i = 0 and a new partition function is calculated. If the new value is greater than half of the
previous calculated value, the value of the ith bit remains fixed as xi = 0. If the new value of Z is
less than half the previous value, then the ith bit takes value xi = 1. The algorithm is run again with
the new fixed value, and the process is repeated for all unfixed bits. This bears some resemblance to
commonly used depth-first search algorithms, except we are able to count the number of solutions
at branch points rather than rely on heuristics. This eliminates the need for backtracking.
The computational cost of the k-SAT MPS algorithm can be estimated as follows, assuming
average bond dimension χ:
For 2-SAT, each OR gate operation requires the construction of matrix Qi j, costing ∼O(22χ2),
and a singular value decomposition, costing7 O(23χ3). For 3-SAT, construction of Qi jk costs
O(23χ2) and results in a matrix of dimensions 4χ × 2χ . SVD must be performed twice; the first
decomposition costs O(25χ3) and the second costs O(23χ3). There are M filter gates and MS
unitary SWAP operations, which are needed to ensure that bits i and j are adjacent. Bits were
modeled as spins on a 1D chain with open boundary conditions, such that D0 = DN = 1 and the
maximum bond dimension could be at most Dmax = 2N/2 [16]. The cost of calculating the norm is
O(Nχ2), which must be performed M+1 times. Finally, to find a maximally satisfying assignment,
the algorithm must be run N times. Thus the total cost is O((M+ 1)χ2N2 +((40M+ 8MS)χ3 +
(8M+4MS)χ2)N).
7The cost of singular value decomposition for a matrix of dimensions m×n is ∼ O(mn2), where m≤ n.
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4.3 Constructing Matrices for Clauses of k Bits
In this section, we describe the construction and subsequent decomposition of matrices which
implement two- and three-bit gates, Qi j and Qi jk (Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10, respectively). We then
describe a method to construct matrix Q for clauses containing any arbitrary number of bits. To our
knowledge, the construction of clauses for multiple bits does not exist elsewhere in the literature.
4.3.1 2-SAT Clauses
Consider a disjunctive (OR) Boolean clause on two bits i and j, cm = (i∨¬ j). Recall that the
projector constructed from clause cm is
U(cm) = e−βE(cm), (4.12)
where cost function E(cm) = −1 if cm evaluates as true and E(cm) = +1 if E(cm) evaluates as
false. To apply U(cm) to our system, we must first construct matrix Q
xix j
i j , then decompose Qi j to
update matrices Ai and A j. Following Eq. 4.9, the elements of Q
xix j
i j are
Q00i j = e
−β (−1)A0i A
0
j , (4.13)
Q01i j = e
−β (+1)A0i A
1
j , (4.14)
Q10i j = e
−β (−1)A1i A
0
j , (4.15)
Q11i j = e
−β (−1)A1i A
1
j . (4.16)
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Notice that Qi j is a block matrix and that the elements are matrices of dimensions Di−1×D j.
The matrix which must be decomposed thus has dimensions 2Di−1×2D j. Written explicitly, Qi j
is
Qi j =
eβA0i A0j e−βA0i A1j
eβA1i A
0
j e
βA1i A
1
j
 . (4.17)
Singular value decomposition gives updated matrices for Ai and A j,
A˜i =UΛ1/2 (4.18)
and
A˜ j = Λ1/2V T . (4.19)
4.3.2 3-SAT Clauses
Now consider three-bit clause cm = (¬i∨¬ j∨ k). The cost function E(cm) = −1 for all combi-
nations of i, j, and k except xi = 1, x j = 1, k = 0. Before constructing matrix Qi jk, let us first
introduce a “building block” matrix M0,
M0 =
M00
M10
 , (4.20)
which is composed of the matrices for bits i and j:
M00 =
A0i A0j
A0i A
1
j
 , M10 =
A1i A0j
A1i A
1
j
 . (4.21)
Using M0 and Ak, we can construct a larger matrix M1 which contains the matrices of all three
bits,
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M1 =
M01
M11
 , (4.22)
with elements
M01 =
[
M00A
0
k M
0
0A
1
k
]
, M11 =
[
M11A
0
k M
1
1A
1
k
]
. (4.23)
Written out in full, M1 is simply matrix Qi jk without U(cm) applied:
M1 =

A0i A
0
jA
0
k A
0
i A
1
jA
1
k
A0i A
1
jA
0
k A
0
i A
1
jA
1
k
A1i A
0
jA
0
k A
1
i A
1
jA
1
k
A1i A
1
jA
0
k A
1
i A
1
jA
1
k

. (4.24)
Applying U(cm), we finally obtain Qi jk,
Qi jk =

eβA0i A
0
jA
0
k e
βA0i A
0
jA
1
k
eβA0i A
1
jA
0
k e
βA0i A
1
jA
1
k
eβA1i A
0
jA
0
k e
βA1i A
0
jA
1
k
e−βA1i A1jA0k e
βA1i A
1
jA
1
k

. (4.25)
SVD is then performed on matrix Qi jk, i.e. Qi jk =U1Λ1V T1 . Matrices M0 and Ak can be updated
in the usual fashion via
M˜0 =U1Λ
2/3
1 (4.26)
and
A˜k = Λ
1/3
1 V
T
1 . (4.27)
M˜0 must now be reshaped and decomposed,
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M˜0 =

A˜0i A
0
j
A˜1i A
0
j
A˜0i A
1
j
A˜1i A
1
j

→
A˜0i A0j A˜0i A1j
A˜1i A
0
j A˜
1
i A
1
j
 . (4.28)
New values for Ai and A j are obtained from the decomposition M˜0 =U0Λ0V T0 ,
A˜i =U0Λ
1/2
0 (4.29)
and
A˜ j = Λ
1/2
0 V
T
0 . (4.30)
4.3.3 k-SAT Clauses
Matrices for clauses containing an arbitrary number of bits k can be constructed and deconstructed
in a similar iterative fashion. Designating the matrices for the kth bit Axkk , we define the matrix
containing all {1, ...,k} bits as Mk−2:
Mk−2 =
M0k−2
M1k−2
=
M0k−3A0k M0k−3A1k
M1k−3A
0
k M
1
k−3A
1
k
 (4.31)
=Uk−2Λk−2V Tk−2, (4.32)
Singular value decomposition yields the next iteration,
M˜k−3 =Uk−2Λ
(k−3)
(k−2)
k−2 (4.33)
and
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A˜k = Λ
1
(k−2)
k−2 V
T
k−2. (4.34)
M˜k−3 must be reshaped as in Eq. 4.28 before being decomposed to obtain A˜k−1 and M˜k−4. For
k bit clauses, the construct - decompose - reshape process must be repeated k−1 times.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 2-SAT
We first considered random 2-SAT instances to evaluate the viability of our approach. The ther-
modynamic entropy per bit, log2Z/N, is plotted with respect to α in Fig. 4.1. Similarly, in Fig.
4.2, the average probability of finding a satisfying solution is plotted with respect to α , where
probability PSAT is defined as,
PSAT =

1 if Z ≥ 1
0 if Z < 1
. (4.35)
The threshold αMPS in Fig. 4.2 was found by calculating α for which ∂PSAT/∂α was at a maximum
for different system sizes and taking the asymptotic value at N→ ∞ (Fig. 4.3).
Our calculated threshold skews high, αMPS = 1.0992±0.0395. This is attributed to an error in our
code which produced duplicate gates, rather than M distinct gates. When the error is corrected,
αMPS returns to its theoretical value. Unfortunately, owing to time limitations, we could not collect
enough data to produce a full set of amended plots.
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Figure 4.1: The thermodynamic entropy per bit log2Z/N for 200 random 2-SAT instances per N.
The theoretical unsatisfiability threshold αc = 1 is indicated.
The challenge once α > αMPS is to find an assignment which satisfies the highest number of
clauses. For small systems of N = 10− 20 bits, we were able to explicitly find solutions to each
instance, and compare them to the MPS solution. For all systems that we were able to check, MPS
found a solution with the same ratio of satisfied to total clauses as the brute-force check.
The average maximum bond dimenion scaling is shown in Fig. 4.4. We found Dmax =
1.07 ∗ 20.1062N . Using χ = Dmax, the cost (to leading order) of counting the number of solutions
has exponential term 20.3186N , plus the hefty prefactor 25(M+MS). This is certainly more expen-
sive than the best known algorithms for counting [91] and finding [84] 2-SAT solutions, but the
prefactor can be reduced somewhat by optimizing the gate order to minimize the number of swaps
required.
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Figure 4.2: The probability that a Boolean formula on N bits has a solution, with respect to
α . The theoretical unsatisfiability threshold αc = 1 is indicated. Our calculated threshold is
αMPS = 1.0992±0.0395.
4.4.2 3-SAT Results
Owing to the construction of the three-bit gate (see Sec. 4.3), bond dimensions grow more rapidly
than in 2-SAT problems. To preempt slowdown from large matrix sizes, a hard cutoff of Dmax =
100 was imposed for singular values in addition to a numeric cutoff of (λi/λ1)> 10−8. Figure 4.5
shows the thermodynamic entropy per bit for small system sizes (N ≤ 30).
Even with truncated dimensions, the algorithm still found solutions in the “hard” phase where
αd ≤ α ≤ αc. Somewhat surprisingly, smaller systems decayed faster than large systems, even
though small systems were relatively unaffected by trucation. Some larger systems retained solu-
tions well past the theoretical limit.
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Figure 4.3: Critical threshold value αMPS, where the 2-SAT problem becomes unsatisfiable in the
limit N→ ∞, is αMPS = 1.0992±0.0395.
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Figure 4.4: Average maximum bond dimension scaling for random 2-SAT instances.
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Figure 4.5: The decay of log2Z/N with respect to α , with truncation criteria (λi/λ )> 10−8, where
i ≤ min(2N/2,100). Values are averaged over 100 instances for each N. Despite being unaffected
by truncation, the partition function for smaller systems decayed faster than that of large systems.
This is a consequence of truncation error, which leads to overcounting.
This counterintuitive result is not a fundamental violation of statistics, but rather a consequence
of truncation error: upon truncation, smaller correlations between bits are neglected, thus the par-
tition function will only account for clauses whose bits are the most strongly correlated. The limit
Dmax = 1 leads to mean field solutions. In Fig. 4.6, we show the average percent error in MPS
solutions with respect to Dmax, for N = {10,12,14,18,22}, where exact solutions were calculated
by brute force. For each instance, the “energy” (from the cost function in Eq. 4.7, the ratio of
satisfied to total clauses) was found for the exact solution, then compared to the energy of the MPS
solution.
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Figure 4.6: Average percent error in the MPS solution when compared to the exact solution for
N = {10,12,14,18,22} bits. Averages are taken over 100 realizations.
To obtain solutions which are on average within 0.05% of exact solutions, bond dimensions
needed to be just over 1/3 of the maximum required bond dimension of 2N/2 (Fig. 4.7).
4.5 Discussion
It is not surprising that the 3-SAT problem is more difficult for MPS than the 2-SAT problem. The
2-SAT problem is known to have a continuous (second order) phase transition [85], and the 3-SAT
is known to have a first order phase transition [92]. The transitions themselves are attributed to
the appearance of a “backbone” near the critical threshold [93], where some spins are forced to
take a specific value, rather than fluctuate. In addition, solutions tend to cluster8 near the critical
point, while clusters become increasingly sparse with α [94, 95]. Local search algorithms are
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Figure 4.7: Using the data from Fig. 4.6, we extrapolate the maximum bond dimension required
to find optimal solutions with 99.95% probability.
prone to becoming stuck in local minima, and thus fail in the hard phase. Even the celebrated
survey propagation algorithm of Mezard, Parisi, and Zecchina [65, 96], which is capable of finding
solutions for systems of ∼ 107 bits in ∼ O(NlogN) time, fails near αc as loops proliferate in the
connectivity graph.
MPS, on the other hand, faces no such constraints; its ability to find solutions is bounded by
the entropy of the system. Chamon and Mucciolo [97] posited that entanglement entropy may be
a useful measure of problem complexity. Recall that in the usual quantum mechanical formulation
of MPS, the bond dimension indicates the amount of entanglement in the system, and that bipartite
entanglement entropy may be calculated directly from the singular values of the bond between two
8A solution cluster consists off a core assignment on some number of bits N′ < N and the set of solutions with
a small Hamming distance from the core which have the same cost. “Sparse” clusters indicates a large Hamming
distance between cluster cores.
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halves of the system. While there is no entanglement in a classical system, we can calculate other
measures of entopy using Eq. 2.21.
For a quantum system, bond dimension is taken to be the bipartite entanglement in the system.
Similarly, the bond dimension can be thought of as the degree of correlation between a partition of
the system,
Sq→0 = logD. (4.36)
In ref. [97], Sq→0 was related to the cost of exactly counting solutions. Indeed, an exact
calculation of Z (Fig. 4.5) was only possible as Dmax→ 2N/2, but even with truncated dimensions
we were able to obtain a reasonable estimate for Z. It was furthermore proposed that if Sq→0 scales
faster than NlogN, there is no efficient algorithm for exact counting.
In the limit q→ 1, we have the classical analogue of the bipartite entanglement entropy, Shan-
non entropy:
Sq→1 =−
D
∑
i=1
pilogpi. (4.37)
Finally, Sq→2 is generically named Re´nyi entropy,
Sq→2 =−log
D
∑
i=1
p2i . (4.38)
Shannon entropy is usually thought of in terms of probability of a character appearing in a
sequence (for instance, in calculating the entropy of a natural language), but in this case it is a
stand-in for entanglement entropy. It was suggested that Sq>0 indicates whether there is an efficient
approximate counting scheme.
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In Fig. 4.8, we show the average Re´nyi entropies per bit s0, s1, and s2 for for the random 3-SAT
problem. The advantage of MPS is apparent: although the growth of the bond dimension indicates
that exact counting is difficult, both s1 and s2 suggest the existance of an efficient approximate
counting scheme. In fact, while setting Dmax = 1 does not necessarily find ground states, it does
lead to a mean-field approximation for Z. The cost of estimating the number of solutions for any
α is in fact linear in N, ∼ O((M+1)N+48M+12MS).
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Figure 4.8: Average Re´nyi entropies per bit sq=0, sq=1, and sq=2 vs α . The growth of s0 suggests
that no efficient exact counting scheme exists, but the bounded behavior of sq>0 indicates that
approximate counting schemes are possible.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, we have used matrix product states to simulate several types of constraint
satisfaction problems.
First, we simulated quantum adiabatic annealing using both imaginary and real time evolution.
While the problem Hamiltonian, a Sherrington-Kirkpatrick-like Ising model on a fully connected
graph, would ordinarily not be considered a good candidate for MPS, the formalism allowed us to
probe the nature of entanglement in adiabatic evolution. While annealing schedules are typically
chosen to accomodate the gap between ground and first excited states, we found the choice of
parameterization also influenced the degree of entanglement in the system. Furthermore, highly
entangled systems were less likely to result in finding the ground state. From this, we believe that
working to parameterize annealing schedules such that entanglement is non-trivially minimized
may reduce the probability of measuring excited states, leading to more effective quantum adiabatic
annealing.
Next, we constructed a classical version of the MPS algorithm to simulate classical combina-
torial satisfiability problems. We also developed a method to construct and apply clauses for any
arbitrary number of bits. In addition to finding solutions for satisfiable instances of 2-SAT and
3-SAT, MPS efficiently approximates the number of solutions for any α and is able to find max-
imally satisfying truth assignments for unsatisfiable instances with no additional modifications or
expense. For the random 3-SAT problem, our method is more costly than widely-used backtrack-
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ing or survey propagation algoritms, but is able to find solutions well within the hard phase at no
additional cost. The advantage is conferred by the explicit construction of MPS in a probabilistic
space: correlations are preserved if they are large and extended enough.
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APPENDIX A
QUANTUM MPS CODE
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In this Appendix, we present select portions of the code developed to simulate quantum spin
systems. Expectation values are taken at Nanneal+1 (Nanneal = 40) increments of τ . Evolution
may be performed in real time, imaginary time, or some combination thereof. Currently, the only
target Hamiltonians treated explicitly are those of open or closed spin 1 (anti-)ferromagnetic 1D
Ising chains and the fully connected spin glass of Eq. 3.3. However, any arbitrary spin chain
Hamiltonian can be simulated by modifying the list of pair interaction (via getpairs.f90), and
subsequently adjusting the values of any applied fields or coupling coefficients.
A.1 Main Program
This section contains the main program, driver.f90, which follows the overall structure of the
MPS algorithm.
!
! Program to simulate a 1D transverse field random Ising model using MPS.
!
! Subroutines:
!
! getpairs - Generate an external file containing an ordered list of two
! body operations. Read as input in driver.
! norm1 - Calculate the norm of the string.
! onebody_op - Apply incremental one-body evolution operator.
! twobody_op - Apply incremental two-body evolution operator.
! swap - Swap the position of two adjacent spins.
! singvaldec - Wrapper for ZGESVD in llapack.
! onebody_exp - Calculate the expectation value of sigma_x.
! twobody_exp - Calculate the expectation value of sigma_z*sigma_z.
! renyi - Subroutine which uses a copy of the string to get entropy.
! left_canon - Put the string in left canonical form.
! right_canon - Put (half) the string in right canonical form.
! scalc - Calculate entropy by decomposing the Gamma matrix at the
! center of the string, after Verstraete’s notation.
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!!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! December 2016 S. Pelton
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
program driver
!
! use double
use matrix_mod
implicit none
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Variable declarations
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! Primary variables
integer :: Nspin, Nreal, Nanneal, Nevol, Ngates
integer, allocatable, dimension(:) :: bond, order, bitpos
integer, allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: pairs
character (len=1), allocatable, dimension(:) :: gtype
type (tensor1), allocatable, dimension(:) :: site
complex(kind=8) :: hx, Jzz
real(kind=8) :: Z, renorm, rnconst, moment_x, E1, E2, Etot, tau, S
!
! Secondary variables
character (len=1) :: ptype
integer :: i, j, k, al, ar, br, rtil, rnew, na, ni, ng, p1, p2, p3, nr, conv,
nc
integer :: Nevin, nmod
real :: x
real(kind=8) :: aux, hval, jval, namult
real(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: jmat
real(kind=8) :: Emin, Eplus, Eminus, Enew
complex(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:,:) :: A, Atil, B, Btil
logical :: flag, iend
character (len=6) :: fmt1
character (len=4) :: x1
!
!==========================================================================
! MAIN
!==========================================================================
!
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fmt1 = ’(i4.4)’
!
! Read in problem parameters.
open (unit=35, file=’input’, status=’old’)
read (35,*) Nspin
read (35,*) Nreal
read (35,*) Nanneal
read (35,*) Nevin
read (35,*) tau
read (35,*) ptype
close (unit=35)
!
nmod = Nevin/10
!
!
! Generate a list of operations and pairs.
call getpairs (ptype, Nspin, Ngates)
!
! Read the list of pairs from the file generated in getpairs.
allocate (gtype(Ngates), pairs(Ngates,2))
open (unit=45, file=’gates’, status=’old’)
do i = 1, Ngates
read (45,*) gtype(i), pairs(i,1), pairs(i,2)
end do
close (unit=45)
!
! Output file containing random spin couplings.
open (unit=75, file=’randcheck’, position=’append’)
!
!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
! Loop over the number of realizations.
!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
!
REALS: do nr = 1, Nreal
!
write (x1,fmt1) nr ! converting integer to string
!
! Initialize some other arrays.
rnconst = -1.d0/(2.d0*Nspin)
allocate (bond(0:Nspin), order(Nspin), bitpos(Nspin))
allocate (site(Nspin))
!
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! Fill jmat with random spin couplings.
allocate (jmat(Nspin,Nspin))
jmat = 0.d0
do i = 1, Nspin-1
do j = i+1, Nspin
if (ptype .eq. ’k’) then
call init_random_seed()
call random_number(x)
jmat(i,j) = 2.d0*x-1.d0
jmat(j,i) = 2.d0*x-1.d0
else
jmat(i,j) = 1.d0
jmat(j,i) = 1.d0
end if
write (75,*) i, j, jmat(i,j)
end do
end do
!
bond = 1
do i = 1, Nspin
allocate (site(i)%T1(bond(i-1),bond(i),0:1))
site(i)%T1 = 1.d0
order(i) = i
bitpos(i) = i
end do
!
! Normalize the string.
call norm1 (Nspin, bond, site, Z)
renorm = Z**rnconst
do i = 1, Nspin
site(i)%T1 = site(i)%T1*renorm
end do
!
! Open files to check results.
open (unit=15, file=’output’//trim(x1), status=’unknown’)
open (unit=85, file=’converge_track’//trim(x1), status=’unknown’)
!
!==========================================================================
! Annealing: start with hx = 1, end with hx = 0.
!==========================================================================
ANNEAL: do na = 0, Nanneal
namult = dble(na)/dble(Nanneal)
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hval = 1.d0 - namult
!
!==========================================================================
! Real time evolution.
!==========================================================================
ni = 1
Emin = 0.d0
Eplus = 0.d0
Eminus = 0.d0
conv = 0
nc = 0
iend = .true.
Nevol = Nevin
!
ITER: do while (iend)
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! One-body hx operations.
hx = (0.d0, -1.d0)*hval*tau/dble(Nevol)
!
do i = 1, Nspin
al = bond(i-1)
ar = bond(i)
allocate (A(al,ar,0:1), Atil(al,ar,0:1))
A = site(i)%T1
call onebody_op (hx/2.d0, al, ar, A, Atil)
site(i)%T1 = Atil
deallocate (A, Atil)
end do
!
call norm1 (Nspin, bond, site, Z)
renorm = Z**rnconst
do i = 1, Nspin
site(i)%T1 = site(i)%T1*renorm
end do
!
!==========================================================================
! Loop over all two-body operations.
!==========================================================================
!
OPS: do ng = 1, Ngates
!
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if (gtype(ng) .eq. ’n’) then
call norm1 (Nspin, bond, site, Z)
renorm = Z**rnconst
do k = 1, Nspin
site(k)%T1 = site(k)%T1*renorm
end do
!
else
!
flag = .false.
p1 = bitpos(pairs(ng,1))
p2 = bitpos(pairs(ng,2))
if (p1 .gt. p2) then
p3 = p1
p1 = p2
p2 = p3
flag = .true.
end if
al = bond(p1-1)
ar = bond(p1)
br = bond(p2)
rtil = 2*min(al,br)
allocate (A(al,ar,0:1), B(ar,br,0:1))
A = site(p1)%T1
B = site(p2)%T1
allocate (Atil(al,rtil,0:1), Btil(rtil,br,0:1))
!
if (gtype(ng) .eq. ’g’) then
jval = namult*jmat(pairs(ng,1),pairs(ng,2))
Jzz = (0.d0, -1.d0)*jval*tau/dble(Nevol)
call twobody_op (al, ar, br, Jzz, A, B, Atil, Btil, rnew)
!
else if (gtype(ng) .eq. ’s’) then
call swap (al, ar, br, A, B, Atil, Btil, rnew)
if (flag) then
bitpos(pairs(ng,1)) = p1
bitpos(pairs(ng,2)) = p2
order(p1) = pairs(ng,1)
order(p2) = pairs(ng,2)
else
bitpos(pairs(ng,1)) = p2
bitpos(pairs(ng,2)) = p1
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order(p2) = pairs(ng,1)
order(p1) = pairs(ng,2)
end if
end if
!
deallocate (site(p1)%T1, site(p2)%T1)
allocate (site(p1)%T1(al,rnew,0:1), site(p2)%T1(rnew,br,0:1))
site(p1)%T1 = Atil(1:al,1:rnew,0:1)
site(p2)%T1 = Btil(1:rnew,1:br,0:1)
deallocate (A, Atil, B, Btil)
bond(p1) = rnew
!
end if
!
end do OPS
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! One-body hx operations.
do i = 1, Nspin
al = bond(i-1)
ar = bond(i)
allocate (A(al,ar,0:1), Atil(al,ar,0:1))
A = site(i)%T1
call onebody_op (hx/2.d0, al, ar, A, Atil)
site(i)%T1 = Atil
deallocate (A, Atil)
end do
!
call norm1 (Nspin, bond, site, Z)
renorm = Z**rnconst
do i = 1, Nspin
site(i)%T1 = site(i)%T1*renorm
end do
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! Take expectation values.
if (mod(ni,nmod) .eq. 0) then
!
! Get the new norm.
call norm1 (Nspin, bond, site, Z)
!
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! Get one-body expectation values.
moment_x = 0.d0
E1 = 0.d0
do i = 1, Nspin
call onebody_exp (i, Nspin, bond, site, Z, aux)
E1 = E1 - hval*aux
moment_x = moment_x + aux
end do
!
! Get two-body expectation values.
E2 = 0.d0
do i = 1, Ngates
if (gtype(i) .eq. ’g’) then
p1 = bitpos(pairs(i,1))
p2 = bitpos(pairs(i,2))
call twobody_exp (p1, p2, Nspin, bond, site, Z, aux)
E2 = E2 - jmat(pairs(i,1),pairs(i,2))*namult*aux
end if
end do
Enew = E1 + E2
!
! Get the entropy.
call renyi (Nspin, bond, site, S)
!
! Check for convergence
if (Enew .lt. Eminus) then
conv = 0
Emin = Enew
Eplus = Emin*0.9999d0
Eminus = Emin*1.0001d0
write (85,*) na, ni, E1, E2, Enew, S
else if ((Enew .ge. Eminus) .and. (Enew .lt. Eplus)) then
conv = conv + 1
write (85,*) na, ni, E1, E2, Enew, S
if (conv .ge. 5) then
iend = .false.
exit ITER
end if
else if (Emin .lt. Enew) then
conv = 0
Emin = min(Enew, Emin)
Eplus = Emin*0.9999d0
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Eminus = Emin*1.0001d0
end if
!
! If no convergence after ns = Nsweeps, increase the number of sweeps and
decrease the interval.
if (ni .ge. Nevol) then
nc = nc + 1
Nevol = Nevol + 40
end if
!
if (nc .ge. 3) then
iend = .false.
exit ITER
end if
end if
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
ni = ni+1
end do ITER
!
write (15,*) hval, moment_x, E1, E2, Enew, S
!
end do ANNEAL
!
deallocate (bond, site, order, bitpos, jmat, hmat)
close (unit=15)
close (unit=85)
end do REALS
!
close (unit=75)
deallocate (pairs, gtype)
!
! Get statistics.
call averages (Nanneal, Nreal, Nspin)
!
end program driver
include ’init_random_seed.f90’
include ’getpairs.f90’
include ’skmod.f90’
include ’norm1.f90’
include ’onebody_op.f90’
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include ’twobody_op.f90’
include ’swap.f90’
include ’singvaldec.f90’
include ’onebody_exp.f90’
include ’twobody_exp.f90’
include ’left_canon.f90’
include ’right_canon.f90’
include ’scalc.f90’
include ’renyi.f90’
include ’averages.f90’
A.1.1 Pair Interaction Subroutine
This subsection contains the subroutine twobody_op.f90, which implements portions of the TEBD
algorithm by applying two-body operators to adjacent sites.
!
! Subroutine to perform a two-body operation.
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! December 2016 S. Pelton
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
subroutine twobody_op (al, ar, br, Jzz, A, B, Atil, Btil, rnew)
!
! use double
implicit none
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Variable declarations
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! External variables
integer, intent(in) :: al, ar, br
complex(kind=8), intent(in) :: Jzz
complex(kind=8), intent(in), dimension(al,ar,0:1) :: A
complex(kind=8), intent(in), dimension(ar,br,0:1) :: B
complex(kind=8), intent(out), dimension(al,2*min(al,br),0:1) :: Atil
complex(kind=8), intent(out), dimension(2*min(al,br),br,0:1) :: Btil
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integer, intent(out) :: rnew
!
! Internal variables
integer :: i, j, k, ldim, rdim
complex(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: M
complex(kind=8), dimension(2*al,2*al) :: U
complex(kind=8), dimension(2*br,2*br) :: V
real(kind=8), dimension(2*min(al,br)) :: S
!
!==========================================================================
! MAIN
!==========================================================================
!
ldim = 2*al
rdim = 2*br
allocate (M(ldim, rdim))
M = 0.d0
!
! Construct the matrix to be decomposed.
M(1:al,1:br) = exp(Jzz)*matmul(A(:,:,0), B(:,:,0))
M(1:al,(br+1):rdim) = exp(-Jzz)*matmul(A(:,:,0), B(:,:,1))
M((al+1):ldim,1:br) = exp(-Jzz)*matmul(A(:,:,1), B(:,:,0))
M((al+1):ldim,(br+1):rdim) = exp(Jzz)*matmul(A(:,:,1), B(:,:,1))
!
! Decompose the matrix using SVD.
call singvaldec (ldim, rdim, M, S, U, V)
!
deallocate (M)
!
rnew = 1
do i = 2, min(ldim,rdim)
if (S(i) .gt. 0.d0) rnew = rnew + 1
end do
!
! Construct new Atil.
Atil = 0.d0
do i = 1, al
do j = 1, rnew
Atil(i,j,0) = U(i,j)*sqrt(S(j))
Atil(i,j,1) = U(i+al,j)*sqrt(S(j))
end do
end do
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!! Construct new Btil.
Btil = 0.d0
do i = 1, rnew
do j = 1, br
Btil(i,j,0) = sqrt(S(i))*V(i,j)
Btil(i,j,1) = sqrt(S(i))*V(i,j+br)
end do
end do
!
end subroutine twobody_op
A.1.2 Calculating Expectation Values
We provide subroutine which calculates one-body operator expectation values,
onebody_exp.f90. The process of taking measurements in tensor network algorithms requires
contracting the network. For quantum mechanical systems, expectation values require the stored
MPS and its conjugate transpose.
!
! Subroutine to calculate one-body expectation value <sigma_x>.
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! December 2016 S. Pelton
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
subroutine onebody_exp (n, Nspin, bond, site, Z, aux)
!
! use double
use matrix_mod
implicit none
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Variable declarations
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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!! External variables
integer, intent(in) :: n, Nspin
integer, intent(in), dimension(0:Nspin) :: bond
type (tensor1), intent(in), dimension(Nspin) :: site
real(kind=8), intent(in) :: Z
real(kind=8), intent(out) :: aux
!
! Internal variables
integer :: i, al, ar
complex(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: P
complex(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:,:) :: A, B
!
!==========================================================================
! MAIN
!==========================================================================
!
! Initialize the transfer matrix.
allocate (P(1,1))
P = 1.d0
!
! Collect sites from the left.
do i = 1, Nspin
al = bond(i-1)
ar = bond(i)
allocate (B(ar,al,0:1), A(al,ar,0:1))
A(:,:,0) = matmul(P, site(i)%T1(:,:,0))
A(:,:,1) = matmul(P, site(i)%T1(:,:,1))
B(:,:,0) = transpose(conjg(site(i)%T1(:,:,0)))
B(:,:,1) = transpose(conjg(site(i)%T1(:,:,1)))
deallocate (P)
!
allocate (P(ar,ar))
if (i .eq. n) then
P = matmul(B(:,:,1), A(:,:,0)) + matmul(B(:,:,0), A(:,:,1))
else
P = matmul(B(:,:,0), A(:,:,0)) + matmul(B(:,:,1), A(:,:,1))
end if
deallocate (A, B)
end do
!
aux = dble(P(1,1))/Z
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deallocate (P)
!
end subroutine onebody_exp
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APPENDIX B
CLASSICAL MPS CODE
75
In this Appendix, we present select portions of the program designed to solve classical com-
binatorial 2-SAT and 3-SAT instances. The number of bits (spins) per clause can be modified
according to the procedure detailed in Sec. 4.3.
B.1 Main Program
!
!
! Main program which performs all gate, svd, re-writing, and statistical
! calculations for a system of Nbit bits and Ngate gates.
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! List of definitions:
! Nbit - The number of bits
! Ngate - The number of gates
! Nreal - The number of realizations
! beta - Inverse temperature
! bitpos - Array containing the order of the bits at each step
! site - String containing the amplitudes of the 0/1 component for each
! bit; where each element on the string is a matrix
! bond - Array containing the dimensions of the matrices for every bit
! mgate - Array containing the gates to be performed
! A, B, C - Auxillary matrix passed to gate subroutines with original bit
! values
! Atil - Auxillary matrix passed back from gate subroutines with new
! bit values
! Z, Z0 - Partition function
! dmax - Maximum bond length in the string
! bitval - Array containing the initialization instructions for the
! string, which ultimately contains a ground state
! configuration.
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! External files:
!
! initial - Contains a list of random gates
! string.txt - Output file containing the found ground state, maximum
! bond dimension, and quality of the found solution
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! (success ratio)
! Zdecay - Contains the partition function as it is calculated
!
! swapgate.f90 - Performs the swap and re-writing for bits i and j
! horgate.f90 - Performs the OR gate and re-writing for bits i and j
! singvaldec.f90 - Called in orgate and swapgate. Performs the SVD for a
! matrix
! norm.f90 - Finds the partition function
! threechecker.f90 - Checks whether the ground state is a solution of the
! set of gates
! magnet.f90 - Subroutine to calculate <sigma_z>
!
! Modules to compile with the main program:
! matrix_mod.f90
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
program driver
!
use matrix_mod
implicit none
!
!===========================================================================
! VARIABLE DECLARATIONS
!===========================================================================
!
! Primary
integer :: Nbit, Ngate, Nreal
real (kind=8) :: beta
integer, allocatable, dimension(:) :: bond, bitpos, bitval
integer, allocatable, dimension(:,:,:,:) :: mgate
type (matrix), allocatable, dimension(:) :: site
! Secondary
integer :: nr, i, j, k, p, q, ng, b1, b2, b3, al, r1, br, r2, gt
integer :: r1new, r2new, na, dmax, dnew, r1til, r2til
real (kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:,:) :: A, B, C, Atil, Btil, Ctil
character (len=6) :: fmt1
character (len=4) :: x1
real (kind=8) :: Z, nstate, zcoef, Zold, Znorm, mag, Zcheck, Znew
!
!===========================================================================
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! INITIALIZATION
!===========================================================================
!
open (unit=10, file=’input’, status=’old’)
read (10,*) Nbit
read (10,*) Ngate
read (10,*) Nreal
read (10,*) beta
close (unit=10)
!
allocate (bond(0:Nbit), mgate(Nbit,Nbit,Nbit,8))
allocate (bitpos(Nbit), bitval(Nbit))
!
!===========================================================================
! LOOP OVER REALIZATIONS
!===========================================================================
!
do nr = 1, Nreal
!
fmt1 = ’(i4.4)’
write (x1,fmt1) nr
bond = 1
bitval = 2
dmax = 0
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! LOOP TO FIX BITS
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
do na = 1, Nbit
!
! Allocate site values.
allocate (site(Nbit))
do i = 1, Nbit
allocate (site(i)%M(bond(i-1),bond(i),0:1))
site(i)%M = 1.d0
if (bitval(i) .eq. 0) then
site(i)%M(:,:,1) = 0.d0
else if (bitval(i) .eq. 1) then
site(i)%M(:,:,0) = 0.d0
end if
bitpos(i) = i
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end do
!
! Normalize the string.
open (unit=34, file=’Zdecay’//trim(x1), status = ’unknown’)
zcoef = -1.d0/dble(Nbit)
call norm (Nbit, bond, site, Z)
nstate = Z
zold = Z
Znorm = Z**zcoef
do i = 1, Nbit
site(i)%M = site(i)%M*Znorm
end do
call magnet (Nbit, bond, site, mag)
write (34,*) 1.d0, Z, log(Z)/(Nbit*log(2.d0)), mag
!
! Fill array mgate with the random gates for this instance.
mgate = 0
open (unit=11, file=’initial’//trim(x1), status = ’old’)
do i = 1, Ngate
read (11,*) b1, b2, b3
! +++ = 1
if ((b1 .gt. 0) .and. (b2 .gt. 0) .and. (b3 .gt. 0)) then
mgate(abs(b1),abs(b2),abs(b3),1) = 1
! ++- = 2
else if ((b1 .gt. 0) .and. (b2 .gt. 0) .and. (b3 .lt. 0)) then
mgate(abs(b1),abs(b2),abs(b3),2) = 1
! +-+ = 3
else if ((b1 .gt. 0) .and. (b2 .lt. 0) .and. (b3 .gt. 0)) then
mgate(abs(b1),abs(b2),abs(b3),3) = 1
! +-- = 4
else if ((b1 .gt. 0) .and. (b2 .lt. 0) .and. (b3 .lt. 0)) then
mgate(abs(b1),abs(b2),abs(b3),4) = 1
! -++ = 5
else if ((b1 .lt. 0) .and. (b2 .gt. 0) .and. (b3 .gt. 0)) then
mgate(abs(b1),abs(b2),abs(b3),5) = 1
! -+- = 6
else if ((b1 .lt. 0) .and. (b2 .gt. 0) .and. (b3 .lt. 0)) then
mgate(abs(b1),abs(b2),abs(b3),6) = 1
! --+ = 7
else if ((b1 .lt. 0) .and. (b2 .lt. 0) .and. (b3 .gt. 0)) then
mgate(abs(b1),abs(b2),abs(b3),7) = 1
! --- = 8
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else if ((b1 .lt. 0) .and. (b2 .lt. 0) .and. (b3 .lt. 0)) then
mgate(abs(b1),abs(b2),abs(b3),8) = 1
end if
end do
close (unit=11)
!
!===========================================================================
! LOOP OVER GATES
!===========================================================================
!
ng = 0
!
do i = 1, Nbit-2
do j = i+1, Nbit-1
!
! Swap i to be adjacent to j
if (sum(mgate(i,j,:,:)) .gt. 0) then
do while (bitpos(i)+1 .lt. bitpos(j))
!
al = bond(bitpos(i)-1)
r1 = bond(bitpos(i))
br = bond(bitpos(i)+1)
r1til = 2*min(al,br)
allocate (A(al,r1,0:1), B(r1,br,0:1))
A = site(bitpos(i))%M
B = site(bitpos(i)+1)%M
deallocate (site(bitpos(i))%M, site(bitpos(i)+1)%M)
allocate (Atil(al,r1til,0:1), Btil(r1til,br,0:1))
!
call swapgate (al, r1, br, r1til, r1new, A, B, Atil, Btil)
!
deallocate (A, B)
bond(bitpos(i)) = r1new
allocate (site(bitpos(i))%M(al,r1new,0:1))
allocate (site(bitpos(i)+1)%M(r1new,br,0:1))
site(bitpos(i))%M = Atil(1:al,1:r1new,0:1)
site(bitpos(i)+1)%M = Btil(1:r1new,1:br,0:1)
deallocate (Atil, Btil)
!
do p = 1, Nbit
if (bitpos(p) .eq. bitpos(i)+1) q = p
end do
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bitpos(i) = bitpos(i) + 1
bitpos(q) = bitpos(q) - 1
!
end do
!
do k = j+1, Nbit
if (sum(mgate(i,j,k,:)) .ne. 0) then
!
! Swap k to be adjacent to j.
do while (bitpos(k)-1 .gt. bitpos(j))
!
al = bond(bitpos(k)-2)
r1 = bond(bitpos(k)-1)
br = bond(bitpos(k))
r1til = 2*min(al,br)
allocate (A(al,r1,0:1), B(r1,br,0:1))
A = site(bitpos(k)-1)%M
B = site(bitpos(k))%M
deallocate (site(bitpos(k))%M, site(bitpos(k)-1)%M)
allocate (Atil(al,r1til,0:1), Btil(r1til,br,0:1))
!
call swapgate (al, r1, br, r1til, r1new, A, B, Atil, Btil)
!
deallocate (A, B)
bond(bitpos(k)-1) = r1new
allocate (site(bitpos(k)-1)%M(al,r1new,0:1))
allocate (site(bitpos(k))%M(r1new,br,0:1))
site(bitpos(k)-1)%M = Atil(1:al,1:r1new,0:1)
site(bitpos(k))%M = Btil(1:r1new,1:br,0:1)
deallocate (Atil, Btil)
do p = 1, Nbit
if (bitpos(p) .eq. bitpos(k)-1) q = p
end do
bitpos(k) = bitpos(k) - 1
bitpos(q) = bitpos(q) + 1
end do
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Send to gate subroutine.
do gt = 1, 8
if (mgate(i,j,k,gt) .eq. 1) then
al = bond(bitpos(i)-1)
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r1 = bond(bitpos(i))
r2 = bond(bitpos(j))
br = bond(bitpos(k))
r2til = 2*min(2*al,br)
r1til = 2*min(al,r2til)
allocate (A(al,r1,0:1), B(r1,r2,0:1), C(r2,br,0:1))
A = site(bitpos(i))%M
B = site(bitpos(j))%M
C = site(bitpos(k))%M
deallocate (site(bitpos(i))%M)
deallocate (site(bitpos(j))%M, site(bitpos(k))%M)
allocate (Atil(al,r1til,0:1))
allocate (Btil(r1til,r2til,0:1), Ctil(r2til,br,0:1))
!
call horgate (al, r1, r2, br, r1til, r2til, r1new, &
& r2new, A, B, C, Atil, Btil, Ctil, beta, gt)
mgate(i,j,k,gt) = 0
ng = ng + 1
!
deallocate (A, B, C)
allocate (site(bitpos(i))%M(al,r1new,0:1))
allocate (site(bitpos(j))%M(r1new,r2new,0:1))
allocate (site(bitpos(k))%M(r2new,br,0:1))
site(bitpos(i))%M = Atil(1:al,1:r1new,0:1)
site(bitpos(j))%M = Btil(1:r1new,1:r2new,0:1)
site(bitpos(k))%M = Ctil(1:r2new,1:br,0:1)
deallocate (Atil, Btil, Ctil)
bond(bitpos(i)) = r1new
bond(bitpos(j)) = r2new
!
! Get the maximum bond dimension.
dnew = maxval(bond)
if (dnew .gt. dmax) dmax = dnew
!
! Normalize the new string.
call norm (Nbit, bond, site, Z)
Znorm = Z**zcoef
! Construct the current number of states.
nstate = Z*exp(-beta)*zold
zold = Z*zold*exp(-beta)
do p = 1, Nbit
site(p)%M = site(p)%M*Znorm
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end do
call magnet (Nbit, bond, site, mag)
if (nstate .gt. 1.d0) then
write (34,*) 1.d0, nstate, &
& log(nstate)/(Nbit*log(2.d0)), mag
else
write (34,*) 0.d0, nstate, &
& log(nstate)/(Nbit*log(2.d0)), mag
end if
end if
end do
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! Swap k back to its proper spot.
do while (bitpos(k) .lt. k)
al = bond(bitpos(k)-1)
r1 = bond(bitpos(k))
br = bond(bitpos(k)+1)
r1til = 2*min(al,br)
allocate (A(al,r1,0:1), B(r1,br,0:1))
A = site(bitpos(k))%M
B = site(bitpos(k)+1)%M
deallocate (site(bitpos(k))%M, site(bitpos(k)+1)%M)
allocate (Atil(al,r1til,0:1), Btil(r1til,br,0:1))
!
call swapgate (al, r1, br, r1til, r1new, A, B, Atil, Btil)
!
deallocate (A, B)
bond(bitpos(k)) = r1new
allocate (site(bitpos(k))%M(al,r1new,0:1))
allocate (site(bitpos(k)+1)%M(r1new,br,0:1))
site(bitpos(k))%M = Atil(1:al,1:r1new,0:1)
site(bitpos(k)+1)%M = Btil(1:r1new,1:br,0:1)
deallocate (Atil, Btil)
!
do p = 1, Nbit
if (bitpos(p) .eq. bitpos(k)+1) q = p
end do
bitpos(k) = bitpos(k) + 1
bitpos(q) = bitpos(q) - 1
end do
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end if
end do ! end of swapping k
!
! Swap i back to its original spot.
do while (bitpos(i) .gt. i)
!
al = bond(bitpos(i)-2)
r1 = bond(bitpos(i)-1)
br = bond(bitpos(i))
r1til = 2*min(al,br)
allocate (A(al,r1,0:1), B(r1,br,0:1))
A = site(bitpos(i)-1)%M
B = site(bitpos(i))%M
deallocate (site(bitpos(i))%M, site(bitpos(i)-1)%M)
allocate (Atil(al,r1til,0:1), Btil(r1til,br,0:1))
!
call swapgate (al, r1, br, r1til, r1new, A, B, Atil, Btil)
!
deallocate (A, B)
bond(bitpos(i)-1) = r1new
allocate (site(bitpos(i)-1)%M(al,r1new,0:1))
allocate (site(bitpos(i))%M(r1new,br,0:1))
site(bitpos(i)-1)%M = Atil(1:al,1:r1new,0:1)
site(bitpos(i))%M = Btil(1:r1new,1:br,0:1)
deallocate (Atil, Btil)
do p = 1, Nbit
if (bitpos(p) .eq. bitpos(i)-1) q = p
end do
bitpos(i) = bitpos(i) - 1
bitpos(q) = bitpos(q) + 1
end do
!
end if
end do ! End of swapping i (j loop)
end do ! End of i loop
!
! Just in case there were duplicate gates.
do while (ng .lt. Ngate)
ng = ng + 1
if (nstate .gt. 1.d0) then
write (34,*) 1.d0, nstate, log(nstate)/(Nbit*log(2.d0)), mag
else
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write (34,*) 0.d0, nstate, log(nstate)/(Nbit*log(2.d0)), mag
end if
end do
!
!===========================================================================
! SELECT THE VALUE FOR EACH BIT.
!===========================================================================
!
! Get the present normalization.
call norm (Nbit, bond, site, Zcheck)
!
! Set the na^th bit to 0 and check again.
site(na)%M(:,:,1) = 0.d0
call norm (Nbit, bond, site, Znew)
!
if (Znew .ge. Zcheck/2.d0) then
bitval(na) = 0
else
bitval(na) = 1
end if
!
deallocate (site)
close (unit=34)
!
end do ! End loop over fixing
!
! Write out the maximum bond dimension, final configuration, and success
open (unit=31,file=’string’//trim(x1),status=’unknown’)
do k = 1, Nbit
write (31,’(i1,1x)’,advance=’no’) bitval(k)
end do
write (31,*) ’ ’
call threechecker (Nbit, Ngate, bitval, k, x1)
write (31, *) "Dmax"
write (31, *) dmax
write (31, *) "Success"
write (31, ’(e22.15)’) real(k)/Ngate
close (unit=31)
!
end do ! End loop over realizations
deallocate (bitpos, bond, mgate, bitval)
!
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end program driver
!
include ’horgate.f90’
include ’swapgate.f90’
include ’norm.f90’
include ’singvaldec.f90’
include ’magnet.f90’
include ’threechecker.f90’
B.1.1 Three Bit Gate Subroutine
!
! Subroutine to take as input three bits, construct the tensors for SVD:
!
! M = | A0.B0.C0 A0.B0.C1 | = U.S.(V^T)
! | A0.B1.C0 A0.B1.C1 |
! | A1.B0.C0 A1.B0.C1 |
! | A1.B1.C0 A1.B1.C1 |
!
! C’ = (S^(1/2)).(V^T)
!
! M1 = U.(S^(1/2)) = | M1[[1]] |
! | M1[[2]] |
! | M1[[3]] |
! | M1[[4]] |
!
! M1’ = | M1[[1]] M1[[2]] | = W.X.(Y^T)
! | M1[[3]] M1[[4]] |
!
! A’ = W.(X^(1/2))
! B’ = (X^(1/2)).(Y^T)
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! S. Pelton 04/15
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
subroutine horgate (al, r1, r2, br, r1til, r2til, r1new, r2new, &
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& A, B, C, Atil, Btil, Ctil, beta, gate)
!
implicit none
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Variable declarations
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! External variables:
integer, intent(in) :: al, r1, r2, br, r1til, r2til, gate
integer, intent(out) :: r1new, r2new
real (kind=8), intent(in) :: beta
real (kind=8), intent(in), dimension(al,r1,0:1) :: A
real (kind=8), intent(in), dimension(r1,r2,0:1) :: B
real (kind=8), intent(in), dimension(r2,br,0:1) :: C
real (kind=8), intent(out), dimension(al,r1til,0:1) :: Atil
real (kind=8), intent(out), dimension(r1til,r2til,0:1) :: Btil
real (kind=8), intent(out), dimension(r2til,br,0:1) :: Ctil
!
! Internal variables:
integer :: k, l, M, N, M1, N1, M2, N2
real (kind=8), dimension(0:1,0:1,0:1) :: prefactor
real (kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: U, V
real (kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:) :: S
real (kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: matz, matz1
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Main
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Construct the matrix M = U.S.(V^T).
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
M = 4*al
N = 2*br
!
! memory allocation for auxiliary array
allocate (matz(M,N))
matz = 0.d0
!
! Get the prefactors for the cost function.
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prefactor = exp(beta)
if (gate .eq. 1) then
prefactor(0,0,0) = exp(-beta)
else if (gate .eq. 2) then
prefactor(0,0,1) = exp(-beta)
else if (gate .eq. 3) then
prefactor(0,1,0) = exp(-beta)
else if (gate .eq. 4) then
prefactor(0,1,1) = exp(-beta)
else if (gate .eq. 5) then
prefactor(1,0,0) = exp(-beta)
else if (gate .eq. 6) then
prefactor(1,0,1) = exp(-beta)
else if (gate .eq. 7) then
prefactor(1,1,0) = exp(-beta)
else if (gate .eq. 8) then
prefactor(1,1,1) = exp(-beta)
else
prefactor = 1
end if
!
! Fill the matrix for the decomposition.
matz(1:al,1:br) =
prefactor(0,0,0)*matmul(A(:,:,0),(matmul(B(:,:,0),C(:,:,0))))
matz(1:al,(1+br):2*br) =
prefactor(0,0,1)*matmul(A(:,:,0),(matmul(B(:,:,0),C(:,:,1))))
matz((1+al):2*al,1:br) =
prefactor(0,1,0)*matmul(A(:,:,0),(matmul(B(:,:,1),C(:,:,0))))
matz((1+al):2*al,(1+br):2*br) =
prefactor(0,1,1)*matmul(A(:,:,0),(matmul(B(:,:,1),C(:,:,1))))
matz((1+2*al):3*al,1:br) =
prefactor(1,0,0)*matmul(A(:,:,1),(matmul(B(:,:,0),C(:,:,0))))
matz((1+2*al):3*al,(1+br):2*br) =
prefactor(1,0,1)*matmul(A(:,:,1),(matmul(B(:,:,0),C(:,:,1))))
matz((1+3*al):4*al,1:br) =
prefactor(1,1,0)*matmul(A(:,:,1),(matmul(B(:,:,1),C(:,:,0))))
matz((1+3*al):4*al,(1+br):2*br) =
prefactor(1,1,1)*matmul(A(:,:,1),(matmul(B(:,:,1),C(:,:,1))))
!
! Call SVD.
allocate (U(M,M), V(N,N), S(min(M,N)))
!
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call singvaldec (M, N, matz, S, U, V)
!
! Write the results to the rightmost bit.
r2new = 1
do k = 2, min(M,N)
if (S(k)/S(1) .gt. 1.d-8) r2new = r2new + 1
end do
r2new = min(r2new,100)
!
Ctil = 0.d0
!
! Write out the new bit k to k0_til and k1_til.
do k = 1, r2new
do l = 1, br
Ctil(k,l,0) = (S(k)**(1/2.d0))*V(k,l)
Ctil(k,l,1) = (S(k)**(1/2.d0))*V(k,l+br)
end do
end do
!
deallocate(matz)
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Construct the second matrix M1 = U.(S^(1/2)) --> M1’
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! Build the auxilliary matrix.
allocate (matz(M,min(M,N)))
matz = 0.d0
do k = 1, M
do l = 1, min(M,N)
matz(k,l) = U(k,l)*((S(l))**(1/2.d0))
end do
end do
!
! Build the second matrix for decomposing from matz.
M1 = al
M2 = 2*al
N1 = r2til
N2 = 2*r2til
allocate(matz1(M2,N2))
matz1 = 0.d0
matz1(1:M1,1:N1) = matz(1:M1,1:N1)
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matz1(1:M1,(1+N1):2*N1) = matz((1+M1):2*M1,1:N1)
matz1((1+M1):2*M1,1:N1) = matz((1+2*M1):3*M1,1:N1)
matz1((1+M1):2*M1,(1+N1):2*N1) = matz((1+3*M1):4*M1,1:N1)
!
! Deallocate and reallocate usable matrices.
deallocate(matz,U,V,S)
allocate (U(M2,M2), V(N2,N2), S(min(M2,N2)))
!
! Call SVD for the second construction.
call singvaldec (M2, N2, matz1, S, U, V)
!
! Write the results to the middle and rightmost bit.
r1new = 1
do k = 2, min(M2,N2)
if (S(k)/S(1) .gt. 1.d-8) r1new = r1new + 1
end do
r1new = min(r1new, 100)
!
Atil = 0.d0
Btil = 0.d0
!
! Write out the new bit i to i0_til and i1_til.
do k = 1, al
do l = 1, r1new
Atil(k,l,0) = U(k,l)*sqrt(S(l))
Atil(k,l,1) = U(k+al,l)*sqrt(S(l))
end do
end do
!
! Write out the new bit j to j0_til and j1_til
do k = 1, r1new
do l = 1, r2new
Btil(k,l,0) = sqrt(S(k))*V(k,l)
Btil(k,l,1) = sqrt(S(k))*V(k,l+N1)
end do
end do
!
deallocate(U, V, S, matz1)
!
end subroutine horgate
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